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The heat transfer during condensation on a surface depends on the pattern design 
of the surface, which can highly influence hydrophobic/hydrophilic wettability. In this 
study hybrid pattern designs were studied. The relationship between the droplet dynamic 
and the hybrid pattern design can alter the drainage rates, droplet departure frequencies, 
and the condensation heat transfer rates. Therefore, two series of hybrid patterned 
surfaces have been designed, developed, and tested during condensation of water vapor 
on horizontal copper tubes, and compared to complete dropwise and complete filmwise 
condensation samples. This is to investigate the design that provides the maximum 
improvement in the droplet mobility and consequently the condensation heat transfer 
performance. In the first series, hydrophobic circular patterns on hydrophilic background 
were studied, the optimum pattern sizes/ratios were found for different subcooling 
temperatures. However, the corresponding maximum heat transfer rates were lower than 
a surface with a complete dropwise condensation. In the second series, hydrophilic 
circular patterns on hydrophobic background were employed and strategically examined 
as a function of the patterns diameter and gap. The corresponding optimum diameter that 
provides the peak heat transfer coefficient for this series which is 12% higher than that of 
the complete dropwise surface was found to be 1.5 mm when the gap is 0.5 mm. In 
addition, findings indicate that increasing the gaps between adjacent patterns reduces the 
number of bridging droplets, thereby increasing the condensation rate. The optimized 




transfer rate compared with the corresponding complete dropwise surface. Ultimately, 
changing the gap plays a more important role than changing the size of the pattern in 
governing the droplets departure frequency and thus the condensation heat transfer 
performance. 
Moreover, droplet dynamics and departure characteristics during condensation on 
horizontal copper tubes with circular patterns have been investigated based on different 
patterns’ sizes and the gaps between them. Initially, series hydrophobic circular patterns 
on hydrophilic copper tubes are tested at various subcooling temperatures and departure 
frequency optimum pattern sizes are found. However, it is determined that the 
corresponding departure frequencies are lower than complete dropwise surface. Second, 
series of hydrophilic circular patterns on hydrophobic copper tubes have been 
systematically studied based on the patterns’ size and the gaps between them and 
corresponding optimum designs have been found. Results indicate that the influence of 
the gap between the patterns on the droplet dynamic and departure frequency is 
significant. The results show that when the gaps between the patterns decrease, droplets 
from neighboring patterns are more likely to merge, resulting in lower droplet departure 
frequencies, velocities, and mobility. On the other hand, increasing the gaps between the 
patterns promotes renewal of droplets on the condensing surfaces. The droplet departure 
frequency on the hybrid surface with a gap of 1.5 mm is 1.37 times higher than that of 0.5 
mm gap. Moreover, the renewal droplet frequencies from the patterns are strongly 
affected by the gap sizes. The optimum design of the hydrophobic/hydrophilic patterns to 




In addition, with regard of condensation on hybrid surfaces, the geometry of the 
patterns has a significant influence on droplets departure frequency and heat transfer 
performance. Therefore, different patterns geometries (circle, ellipse, and diamond) have 
been developed on horizontal copper tubes at atmospheric pressure. All the patterns have 
the same size, and the same identical gap between the adjacent patterns. Results show 
that the diamond hybrid surface has the best performance compared with elliptic, circular 
hybrid surfaces at the same pattern area with same neighbor gap distance between two 
patterns and complete dropwise condensation. However, the circle and ellipse hybrid 
surfaces outperform lower performance compared to complete dropwise surface. The gap 
between the patterns has a significant influence on droplets dynamic and heat transfer 
performance for all hybrid surfaces. The heat transfer rate increases with increasing the 
gap between the patterns on all hybrid surfaces. The heat transfer rate for the diamond 
hybrid surface is 40% higher than complete dropwise condensation surface when the gap 
is 1mm. However, the heat transfer rate for circle and ellipse hybrid surface increases 
with increasing the gap, but it does not advance the complete dropwise performance. This 
study clearly demonstrated that an optimal geometry and gap scale patterned surfaces 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Condensation is a phase change transition process that takes place spontaneously 
in nature and industrial applications which are related to the heat and mass transfer 
technology as well as other areas of phase change processes. Unlimited developed 
techniques are in progress to improve condensation efficiency because of its wide 
practical significance in the removal of a large amount of heat flux in industrial 
applications such as power plants, water harvesting, thermal management, air 
conditioning and numerous electronic devices. Condensation occurs when steam at 
saturation temperature contacts with a solid surface whose temperature is lower than the 
saturation temperature. The difference in enthalpy from saturated steam to saturated 
liquid equals to the heat rejected by steam at constant temperature and pressure. 
Enhancement of the heat transfer rate during the condensation becomes a crucial issue 
because of its importance in determining energy generation and utilization efficiency as 
well as water harvest. Therefore, extensive efforts have been focused on promoting 
condensation heat transfer efficiency.  The performance of condensation heat transfer can 
be improved by quickly removing the condensate’s steam during the phase transition 
process. In general, the nature of condensation comes in two types, filmwise and 
dropwise, depending on the interaction between the condensate steam and the condensing 




steam condenses as a film on the surface while dropwise condensation takes place when 
the steam condenses in the form of droplets on the surface. The rate of heat transfer 
during the two types of condensation is quite different for the same temperature 
difference. The heat transfer rate for dropwise condensation is desirable because it has a 
higher heat transfer rate than filmwise condensation. The thermal fluid resistance in 
filmwise condensation is higher than the thermal resistance in dropwise condensation 
because the high thermal resistance produces a thick liquid film which reduces the 
amount of condensing steam. Researchers have achieved a condensation heat transfer rate 
5-20 times of filmwise condensation under the same conditions [1-6]. Moreover, the 
parameters and conditions that promote dropwise condensation were clarified in a 
research study. Therefore, it is better to introduce dropwise condensation in industrial and 
engineering applications. 
1.2 Condensate contact angle 
The main parameter which finds out the condensation state is the contact angle 
between the liquid droplets and solid surface. The large contact angles more than 90o can 
be obtained on hydrophobic surfaces that cause the droplets to speed up on the surface.  
 




          However, a lower contact angle can be found on hydrophilic surfaces which cause 
the droplets to spread on the surface where the contact angle is less than 90o. Figure1.1 
shows the schematic image of contact angle on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. 
The contact angle values between the d    roplets and solid surface depend mainly on the 
surface structure, interaction between the condensing steam and solid surface, and surface 
wettability. A few theories have explained the mechanism of interaction between the 
droplets and condensing surfaces. The wettability of surface plays a major role in 
understanding condensation phenomena and droplets dynamic. The modes of interactions 
as shown in Figure 1.2 classified into three types of contact angle depending on the 
surface wettability: Young mode, Wenzel mode, and Cassie mode [7]. The contact angle 
on an ideal smooth surface is known as Young contact angle. The Young contact angle 
equation demonstrates the balance at the three-phase contact of solid, liquid and vapor 
[8]. The balancing forces can be presented by below equation for the line of contact of 
the liquid, solid and vapor phases.  
                                           𝛾𝑙𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑦 =  𝛾𝑠𝑣 −  𝛾𝑠𝑙                                      (1-1)         
 
Where, γlv is the liquid-vapor interfacial energy, γsv is the solid-vapor interfacial 
energy and γsl is the solid-liquid interfacial energy. The Young equation assumes that the 
surface is ideally smooth, homogenous.  However, the non- ideal surfaces have different 
contact angle calculations depending on the roughness of the surfaces. The contact angle 
on real surfaces is given by the Wenzel mode and Cassie-Baxter mode [8]. In Wenzel 
mode, the droplets penetrate the roughness of the surface and have less mobility as shown 




                                    𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑊 = 𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑦                                               (1-2) 
where, r is the roughness ratio (the ratio between the real and the projected surface area), 
r= 1 for a smooth surface and r > 1 for a rough surface, θy is the Young contact angle and 
θW is the Wenzel contact angle. 
 
Figure 1.2: The modes of interactions between the solid surface and droplets (a) Young 
state (b) Wenzel state (c) Cassie-Baxter state.                               
 In case where the liquid does not penetrate the roughness, the Wenzel mode does 
not apply, and Cassie-Baxter mode is used instead [8-10]. The droplets in Cassie mode 
have higher mobility compared to Wenzel mode because of the lower contact angle 
hysterias. The Cassie-Baxter contact angle can be expressed [8]: 
                                   𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐶𝐵 = 𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑦 + (𝑓 − 1)                                          (1-3) 
Where,  θCB is the contact angle in Cassie mode,  θy is the Young contact angle 
and f is the fraction of solid/liquid interface where the droplet is in contact with the 
surface. The mode of condensation that results in high mobility of droplets and 
significant condensation heat transfer performance is dropwise [11]. Therefore, 
techniques to promote dropwise condensation by enhancing droplets mobility are in 




1.3 Filmwise condensation 
Filmwise condensation takes place when the steam condenses on the condensing 
surface in the form of a film, and the liquid film wets the surface. The wetting surface is 
called hydrophilic because it has high surface energy compared to water surface energy 
(high wettability). Generally, in filmwise condensation, the condensing surface is covered 
by the liquid film as shown   Figure: 1.3.   Figure: 1.3 shows filmwise condensation on 
horizontal copper tube when the subcooling temperature difference (∆T) is 16 ℃. The 
liquid film reduces the amount of steam to condense at low temperature because it 
provides a thermal resistance or barrier to steam to be condensed. As the film’s thickness 
increases, the thermal resistance increases and causes a significant decrease in 
condensation efficiency and heat transfer rates. Filmwise condensation can be promoted 
by increasing the surface area of the condensing surface using efficient heat transfer 
additives [12].  
 
           Figure: 1.3 Filmwise condensation phenomena on horizontal copper tube. 
The additional surface area provides more convection heat transfer, decrease in 
hydrodynamic stability of the liquid-steam interface, and makes a disturbance in the 
condensing fluid film. Moreover, increasing the roughness of the condensing surface 
using porous media increases the heat transfer rate for filmwise condensation as well 
since the surface area will increase.  





1.4 Dropwise condensation  
Dropwise condensation takes place when the steam condenses as droplets on the 
condensing surface, and the droplets condensate do not wet the surface. The non-wetting 
surface is called hydrophobic because it has lower surface energy compared to water 
surface energy (low wettability). In dropwise condensation, droplets are only responsible 
for transferring heat from condensing surfaces. Figure 1.4 shows dropwise condensation 
on horizontal copper tube when the subcooling temperature difference (∆T) is 8 ℃. 
During dropwise condensation, the droplets nucleate, grow, and coalesce with neighbor 
droplets until they become large enough to roll off the surface. Dropwise condensation 
becomes a great interest in condensation technology because it provides a high heat 
transfer rate compared to filmwise condensation. The condensation heat transfer is not 
uniform on the surface because the droplets have different sizes. However, it is difficult 
to maintain dropwise condensation for a long time because the droplets wash off the 
condensation surface and transfer to liquid film. Therefore, manufacturing a condensing 
surface for durable condensation is still in development and practice. 
 
                 Figure 1.4: Dropwise condensation phenomenon on horizontal copper tube. 
To obtain the expression for the total heat transfer through all droplets, one must 
integrate the total number of droplets and the whole size distribution of the droplets. The 
minimum and maximum diameters and the radius at which droplets coalesce and are 





swept from condensing surfaces should be known. The droplet’s size distribution for 
minimum and maximum droplets should also be calculated where the heat flux through a 
single droplet can be determined by calculating thermal resistances of a single droplet.  
The total heat flux can be calculated from the heat transfer and the droplet size 
distribution by including time droplet growth from the minimum droplet radius  𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 to 
the maximum droplet radius 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥. Therefore, lots of methods have been applied to 
achieve dropwise condensation by increasing the droplets’ removal from the condensing 
surfaces, increasing drainage droplets rate and fabricating the super-
hydrophobic/hydrophobic coating. Extensive efforts have been made to obtain a durable 
dropwise condensation and to enhance the heat transfer rate. The study focused on 
improving dropwise condensation using hydrophobic coating, changing surface 
roughness, surface geometry and working fluid.  However, most of these methods do not 
produce long lasting dropwise condensation.  
1.5 Research objectives 
    The current dissertation is focused on investigating the heat transfer of dropwise 
condensation enhancement on horizontal copper tubes using hybrid surfaces. The study 
includes mainly three parts, the influence of patterns size on droplet dynamic and heat 
transfer performance, the effect of the gap between the patterns, and the influence of 
patterns geometry on droplets dynamic and condensation heat transfer rate. Since there is 
little existing scientific literature involving condensation on hybrid surfaces, this work is 
trying to gain some understanding of the physical phenomena of droplets involved during 
the condensation. The purpose of the study is to investigate the influence of patterns 




patterns have been created on hydrophilic copper tubes. The effect of patterns size is 
explained where the optimum patterns size id found. Next, hydrophilic patterns have been 
developed on hydrophobic copper tubes. The influence of the size of the pattern on 
condensation heat transfer and droplet dynamics is studied. The objective and specific 
task of the research is divided into following sections: 
(1) Evaluate the condensation on hybrid surfaces which have hydrophobic patterns. 
(2) Investigate the effect of pattern’s size on condensation heat transfer 
(3) Study the effect of pattern’s size on condensation phenomena, droplet dynamics, 
droplet departure frequency, and droplet departure diameter. 
(4) Analyze the condensation on hybrid surfaces which have hydrophilic patterns. 
(5) Clarify the effect of pattern’s size and the gaps between the patterns on heat 
transfer performance during condensation. 
(6) Study the influence of pattern’s size, and the gap distances between the patterns 
on condensation phenomena, droplets dynamics, departure frequency, and droplet 
departure diameter. 
(7) Investigate the effect of the geometry of patterns on condensation heat transfer 
and phenomena of condensation.  
(8) Study the effect of the gaps between various patterns geometry on condensation 




CHAPTER 2   
LITERATURE REVIEW 
         A variety of experimental and theoretical analysis has been focused on the enhancement of 
heat transfer during condensation because of its need in the industrial projects which are applicable 
in our life. Dropwise condensation becomes a new face of technology because it reduces the size 
and the cost of the condenser for the same output in filmwise condensation and it increases the heat 
rate transfer compared to filmwise condensation. Researchers have achieved numerous methods to 
enhance dropwise condensation by changing the properties of the condensing surfaces and the 
working fluid. Moreover, changing the physical, chemical, thermal and geometrical properties of 
the condensing surfaces can improve the performance of dropwise condensation. In addition, the 
high-magnification imaging technique is popular for both material characterization and thermal 
condensation capturing [13-16]. The visual observation provides additional understanding for 
condensation phenomena and droplet dynamics. 
2.1 Droplet dynamic analysis during dropwise condensation. 
The behavior of droplet dynamics and droplet departure frequency can strongly 
influence dropwise condensation efficiency. It has been proved that the heat transfer for 
dropwise condensation could be promoted if the droplets migrate with high velocity and 
depart from the surface with high frequency. As more droplets migrate, new droplets 
nucleate, move, and roll-off from surfaces during condensation. In general, plenty of 
parameters can change the surface characteristics and enhance the droplet dynamics and 
droplet’s departure such as using superhydrophobic surfaces, hydrophobic surfaces, 
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micro-nanostructures surfaces, gradient surfaces, hybrid surfaces and modifying surface 
geometry i.e. can improve the droplet dynamics. Numerous efforts have been achieved to 
study the increase in droplet mobility and departure frequency during dropwise 
condensation [17, 18]. The limitation of the mechanism of droplets growth during 
dropwise condensation at low pressure and ultra-lower pressure has been clarified [19]. 
The effect of steam pressure on the droplets size distribution, droplets departure 
frequency, and heat transfer rate was investigated at a pressure range from atmospheric to 
1.5 KPa. The condensing droplets became large at low pressure and then the surface 
coverage ratio increased. The droplet departure size and density increased with 
decreasing steam pressure. Thermal resistance increased due to the increase in the droplet 
departure size and surface covered ratio. Figure 2.1 shows the droplets coverage ratio and 
the thermal resistance at various steam pressure levels. The steam pressure significantly 
improves the heat transfer rate because of decrease the volume of droplets and increase 
the droplet departure from the surface.  
 
Figure 2.1: Droplet covered ratio at different steam pressure levels. (a) Droplets coverage 
ratio (b) The resistance [19]. 
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   Droplet departure frequency and droplets dynamic characteristics during 
dropwise condensation at atmospheric and low steam pressure (1.5 kPa) have been 
discussed [20]. Condensate droplets are large and roll off slowly from the surface at low 
pressure, but they are not at atmospheric pressure. The droplet viscosity increases five 
times at a pressure of 1.5 kPa while it decreases as conditions approach atmospheric 
pressure at the same surface subcooling temperature. Because of the higher droplet 
viscosity at low pressure, more viscous dissipation leads to the decreased droplet kinetic 
energy for the same falling distance. However, the falling droplet gives more oscillation 
and higher falling speed at the atmospheric condition as shown in Figure 2.2. Steam 
pressure significantly influenced the surface coverage distribution by droplets and 
affected the thermal resistance. A larger surface coverage was recorded at low pressure 
than at atmospheric steam pressure. 
 





Droplet dynamics on ultra-hydrophobic surfaces containing hydrophobic silicon 
pillars were studied during dropwise condensation environment [21]. The droplets which 
are located at the top of the pillars were pinned and migrated by the pillars to coalesce 
with the condensing water among the pillars. The transition from the Cassie-Baxter 
wetting mode to Wenzel wetting mode leads to increase hysteresis contact angle and 
decreases droplet mobility as shown in Figure 2.3. When the condensation process 
advances, the water among the pillars becomes unstable and moves up to coalesce with 
water condensed on the pillars. The coalescence covers the pillars on the condensing 
surface and prevents droplets from rolling off from the surface.   
 
Figure 2.3: Large condensed of water droplets on the surface of hydrophobic silicon 
pillars [21]. 
Condensation behavior on microstructure hydrophobic surfaces and wetting 
transition from the Wenzel state to the Cassie state have been explained [22]. The 
droplets that are in Cassie state can be recognized by their spherical shape and their 
position on the top of the microstructure. The droplets that are in Wenzel state are located 
between the microstructures of the surface. The transition happened as shown in Figure 
2.4 where the droplets which are in contact with the solid surface are in the dynamic 
process, and they have overcome the energy barrier that is isolating Wenzel state from 
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Cassie state as shown in Figure 2.4. The water repellency improved and the droplet 
velocity on the surfaces enhanced.  
 
                    Figure 2.4: The transition from Wenzel state to Cassie state [22]. 
Condensate droplets can sweep spontaneously away on superhydrophobic 
surfaces but not on other superhydrophobic surfaces [23, 24]. Four superhydrophobic 
surfaces with different nanostructures have been examined to optimize the mobility of 
droplets during condensation in the ambient environment. Only a surface with a small 
enough Wenzel roughness (sisal-like nanoribbon structure) can allow the movement of 
condensate droplets to easily transform into Cassie state as shown in Figure 2.5. The 
droplet mobility depends mainly on the relative humidity in the condensation 
environment and the surface tension forces between the solid surface and condensate 
droplets in some superhydrophobic surfaces. Therefore, increase the of surface tension 
for other superhydrophobic surfaces as (defoliation like nanosheet structure) leads to a 





Figure 2.5: (a) The droplet motion on the superhydrophobic surface as sisal-like 
nanoribbon structure where the spontaneous droplet frequency is 72 droplets/s. (b) The 
droplet motion on the superhydrophobic surface with defoliation like nanosheet structure 
where the spontaneous droplet frequency is 7 droplets/s [24]. 
The migration of water droplets on hydrophobic-hydrophilic gradient surfaces 
which are fabricated using photo-degradation was analyzed [25]. The hydrophobic- 
hydrophilic ratios changed on the surface by changing the width of the regions and the 
capillary force for each region. The water droplets move from hydrophobic regions to 
more hydrophilic regions and spread rapidly on the surface. The movement of droplets 
was caused mainly by the capillary force with a high velocity which depends on the 
degree of gradation. Figure 2.6 shows the movement of water droplets on the gradient 
surface. A higher gradient degree performs a high droplets velocity and a rapid 





     
Figure 2.6: Droplets movement on gradient surfaces [25]. 
2.2 Enhancements of condensation heat transfer 
2.2.1 Condensation heat transfer promotion by modifying surface geometry  
The geometry of the condensing surfaces has an important effect on condensation 
heat transfer and droplets dynamics. Increasing the condensing’s surface area increases 
increase the conventional heat transfer area and provide a large and significant room for 
steam to be condensed. The geometry should be designed in a way that the droplets move 
quickly with high mobility. However, some modified geometries that developed on 
condensing surfaces reduce the heat transfer performance and droplet dynamics because 
they cause flooding of the droplets on the condensing surfaces which increase droplet 
size and thermal resistance. The dropwise condensation is still existing during the 
condensation process, but the droplet is bigger compared to the smooth surfaces.  The 
heat transfer of dropwise condensation is influenced by the behavior of rolling off 
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droplets from the surface. Study of a round shaped grooves fabricated on a copper plate 
to enhance dropwise condensation performance was investigated [26]. The chemical 
treatment of oleic acid was used as a coating to obtain dropwise condensation under 
atmospheric pressure. The plate was set to two positions vertical and horizontal as shown 
in Figure 2.7. The falling droplets were swept more frequently from the condensing 
surface when the plate set on vertical direction compared to the horizontal position. The 
depth of grooves was changed until the optimum depth was found. The maximum depth 
was (2-3) mm that enhance heat transfer performance and velocity of falling droplets as 
shown in Figure 2.8. However, the horizontal grooves work as a resistance against down 
flow of droplets movement as shown in Figure 2.7. The heat transfer rate reduced since 
the condensing droplets stuck on the grooves and increased the thermal resistance. 
 
          Figure 2.7: Condensation on vertical grooves and smooth surfaces [26]. 
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of Heat Transfer rate for condensation on horizontal, vertical 
grooves and smooth surfaces [26]. 
Condensation heat transfer on horizontal plain and finned that have different 
surface wettability was experimentally investigated [27]. The tubes were modified 
chemically to achieve hydrophilic, hydrophobic and superhydrophobic characteristics. 
The experimental conditions for condensation were taken place under pure vapor and 
with a significant amount of non-condensable gas. The condensation phenomena are 
shown in Figure 2.9, and the condensation modes were filmwise for finned tubes while 
the condensation was dropwise on hydrophobic and super hydrophobic plain tubes. The 
heat transfer rate for superhydrophobic plain surface presents a lower heat transfer 
performance at pure steam on finned tubes. The increase in the pining size for 
nanostructure at the contact area between the droplets and the surface reduce the droplet 
departure frequency, increase the droplet’s size, and increase the thermal resistance. 
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Figure 2.10 clarifies the condensation heat transfer performance on finned and plain 
tubes. However, the heat transfer rate for the super-hydrophobic finned and super-
hydrophobic hybrid finned tubes is the highest with a large amount of non-condensable 
gas.   
 
 Figure 2.9: Condensation on different tubes with different wettability [27]. 
 
             Figure 2.10: Condensation heat transfer performance on various tubes [27]. 
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Convection heat transfer rate and condensation rate were enhanced on a polymer plate 
heat exchanger by adapting its geometry using polymer inserts [28]. Heat transfer 
coefficient increases by 90% compared to the heat transfer for a plate without inserts. The 
drainage rate was improved due to the proper choice of inserts density. The influence of 
insert density on convection heat transfer rate is shown in Figure 2.11. The increase in the 
heat transfer rate was due to increase the convection heat transfer surface area and 
existence the disturbances that cause the droplets to roll off down from the surface.  
             
                    Figure 2.11: The effect of insert density on heat transfer enhancement [28]. 
An analytical study and predictions of condensation heat transfer and the thermal 
performance were investigated for the copper plate which has pin fins under free 
convection heat transfer [29]. The heat transfer rate increases with increasing the thermal 
conductivity of the fins at constant fins volume. The maximum heat transfer rate for 
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condensation enhanced with increasing the size of the fins. Figure 2.12 shows the effect 
of the fins volume in condensation heat transfer rate.  
 
               Figure 2.12: The influence of fins volume on condensation heat transfer [29]. 
An approximate analytical study about the performance of condensation on 
surfaces which have pin fins and subjected to forced convection was obtained [30]. The 
condensation rate of steam on the fins surface increases with increasing the Reynolds 
number due to evolving of the more latent heat of condensation. The effect of fins 
material on condensation heat transfer and the influence of fins volume were studied. The 
optimum design for fins volume that improves their efficiency and enhances 
condensation heat transfer was found in this study.  
An extensive analytical solution for the enhancement of filmwise condensation on 
horizontal wire-wrapped tube has been investigated [31]. Three types of steam were used 
R113, ethylene glycol and pure steam to optimize the expression for different steam 
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conditions. The enhancement ratio of condensation heat transfer expression for wrapped 
tube was found regard to the plain tube. The improvement rate depends on tube and wire 
diameter, the pitch of the winding, the surface tension and density of condensate steam.  
A numerical study of condensation heat transfer on horizontal copper tubes and 
copper tubes which are wrapped using steel wires [32] at atmospheric pressure and 
various types of steam. The steel wires have various diameters and different pitches as 
well to find the maximum dimensions and design that optimize the heat transfer rate.  The 
condensation was completely filmwise for all experiments. Figure 2.13 shows the 
condensation enhancement ratio for wrapper wire tube for various types of steam and 
constant wire diameter regards to the plain copper tube. The enhancement ratio was 3 for 
R113 and 2 for ethylene glycol and steam.  
 
Figure 2.13: The enhancement ratio for wire wrapped tubes for different types of steam 
while the diameter of the wire maintained constant [32]. 
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Condensation heat transfer on horizontal copper tubes which are wrapped with 
square copper and brass wires were studied experimentally [33] for free convection of 
steam. The effect of wire’s dimensions, material, and the pitches was investigated.  
Figure 2.14 shows the design of wrapped wire on copper tubes for different pitches 
dimensions. The heat transfer rate of copper tube with copper square wires is higher than 
copper tube with brass square wire as shown in Figure 2.15 because the thermal 
conductivity of copper wires is higher than brass wires. The influence of the wires pitch 
on condensation performance was investigated. The effect of the pitches on the heat 
transfer rate for a copper tube with wrapped copper and brass square wires is shown in 
Figure 2.15 when the diameter of the wires is 0.8 mm. The highest heat transfer was 
obtained when the pitch is 4mm while the heat transfer decrease with further increase of 
pitch’s dimensions because of flooding which causes less active of tube’s surface area for 
condensation. In addition, the enhancement of heat transfer rate for 0.8mm copper square 
wire is lower than 0.8mm copper wire. However, the improvement of heat transfer rate 
for the 1mm copper square wire is higher than 1 mm copper wire diameter. The highest 
enhancement ratio is 1.53 when the wire diameter is 0.8 mm, and the pitch is 4mm 




Figure 2.14: The horizontal copper tube with wrapped wires have various pitch 
dimensions [33].  
 
Figure 2.15: Heat transfer rate for wrapped copper tubes with different wire materials at 
constant wire diameter [33]. 
2.2.2 Binary vapor mixture effect on dropwise condensation performance 
When a binary steam mixture condenses on the solid surface, different modes of 
condensation is observed and the condensation called Marangoni condensation or 
pseudo-dropwise condensation. The enhancement of condensation heat transfer using 
binary fluid depends on the concentration of the mixture and the surface tensions forces 
differences between the surfaces and condensed steam.  
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The influence of ethanol steam mixture on condensation heat transfer on copper 
block was studied [34]. The effect of two concentration range of ethanol is 1%, and 6% 
were discussed respectively on heat transfer rates. The velocities of binary fluid were 0.4 
m/s and 1.5 m/s steam during condensation. The effect of ethanol concentration on the 
condensation phenomena and performance was obvious where the optimum 
concentration was found in this study. The increase in the heat transfer rate comes from 
increasing in surface tension gradient differences between the surfaces and condensed 
steam. The condensation heat transfer rate for mixture steam was 2-8 times higher than 
condensation for pure steam.   
The influence of temperature gradient on Marangoni condensation heat transfer of 
water-ethanol mixture on copper plate was discussed experimentally [35]. A diverse 
range of ethanol concentrations was used under various steam pressure and velocities. 
The difference in the temperature gradient causes a difference in the film thickness and 
then significantly affects the thermal resistance during condensation. The highest 
performance of condensation heat transfer rate was obtained at low ethanol 
concentrations. The heat transfer rate for Marangoni condensation was lower than 
condensation heat transfer for pure steam when the concentration of ethanol is 50%. The 
improvement in the heat transfer rate was due to the surface tension difference that 
induced by the temperature difference on the surface. Moreover, the steam pressure and 
steam velocity have a significant influence on condensation heat transfer at different 
ethanol concentrations.  Figure 2.16 shows the effect of steam pressure and steam 




Figure 2.16: The influence of steam pressure and steam velocity at different ethanol 
concentration (a) The effect of pressure (b) The effect of steam velocity [35]. 
Condensation of binary steam on horizontal copper tubes at atmospheric pressure 
has been clarified [36]. The behavior of condensation enhancement on copper tubes was 
similar as for copper plates, but the difference in detail is found due to the geometry 
effect on condensation flow and fluid properties.  The effect of ethanol concentration was 
investigated where the heat transfer rate increases with increasing the range of ethanol 
concentrations.  The heat transfer rate is improved when the concentration of ethanol 1% 
compared to 0.05% concentration. Figure 2.17 shows the heat transfer rate enhancement 
for different ethanol concentrations.  The improvement in the heat transfer came from the 





Figure 2.17: The heat transfer rate enhancement for various ethanol concentrations. (a) 
0.05 % ethanol concentration (b) 1% ethanol concentration [36]. 
Condensate of a mixture of water-ethanol vapor on the vertical flat plate can 
enhance condensation heat transfer compared to the condensate of pure steam [37]. The 
condensation phenomenon was completely filmwise for pure steam as shown in Figure 
2.18 at various temperature differences. However, dropwise condensation can be 
achieved when the mixture of water-ethanol as a vapor was used. The droplets 
distribution and their volume depend mainly on the concentration of ethanol. The 
condensation translated to be filmwise when the ethanol concentration further increases. 
The heat transfer rate was enhanced 50% compared to pure stem when 20% ethanol 
concentration is applied. In addition, the effect of steam pressure and steam velocity was 
investigated. Figure 2.19 shows the effect of steam velocity and pressure on condensation 
heat transfer at various ethanol concentrations. The condensation heat transfer increases 
with increasing the steam velocity due to the reduction in the diffusion resistance for 
steam and reducing the thermal resistances. The pressure has a significant influence on 
the performance of condensation heat transfer for mixture steam. The heat transfer rate 
improved with increasing the steam pressure because the droplets falling speed was fast 




Figure 2.18: The condensation phenomena for pure steam and different concentrations of 
a mixture of steam at same temperature differences [37].   
 
Figure 2.19: The effect of steam velocity and pressure on condensation heat transfer at 
various ethanol concentration. (a) Effect of steam velocity (b) Effect of steam pressure 
[37]. 
Dropwise condensation can be enriched by changing the condensing’s steam 
properties using mixture working fluid [38] at atmospheric pressure. The condensation 
mode was filmwise, and then the condensation mode was varied with a variation of 
mixture composition of steam. Complete dropwise condensation was obtained at 0.17 
volume fraction of ethanol. The transition of condensation modes from filmwise 
condensation to dropwise condensation is caused by the surface energy differences which 
was due to changing ethanol volume fraction. The effect of surface energy on 
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condensation phenomena and performance with the steam-ethanol mixture is monitored 
as shown in Figure 2.20. The increasing of surface energy difference speeds the transition 
from filmwise to dropwise condensation modes and improves the heat transfer rate.   
 
Figure 2.20: The effect of surface energy on condensation performance for the steam-
ethanol mixture (a) Filmwise condensation (b-e) Transition state from filmwise to 
dropwise (f) Dropwise condensation[38]. 
2.2.3 Dropwise condensation on modified surfaces using ion-implanted method  
 Dropwise condensation heat transfer can be achieved and enhanced on different 
types of surfaces using plasma ion-implanted method. Ion-implanted method decreases 
the surface energy of the condensing surfaces, reduce the wettability and improve the 
condensation heat transfer rate. Numerous research boosted heat transfer rate 
performance of dropwise condensation by reducing the surface energy for condensing 
surface by using ion-plating and ion-beam mixing [39, 40] on different materials and 
alloys. The effect of a number of ion-dose and implantation energy on condensation 
efficiency, the surface energy, roughness, and oxidation were investigated.  
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Dropwise condensation of saturated steam on vertical aluminum surface using ion 
beam implantation method was studied [41].  The influence of steam pressure on 
condensation heat transfer was clarified while the number of ion dose and the 
implantation energy were maintained the same. The condensation was not completely 
dropwise from the visualization study as shown in Figure 2.21. The heat transfer rate 
increases with increasing the steam pressure due to the reducing the thermal resistance 
that prevents more steam to condense. Figure 2.22 shows the performance of 
condensation on unimplanted and implanted aluminum surfaces. The enhancement factor 
of condensation heat transfer was two compared to complete filmwise condensation.   
 
Figure 2.21: The condensation observation on the aluminum surface (a) Filmwise on the 




Figure 2.22: Condensation heat transfer rate on unmodified and modified surfaces at 
different steam pressure [41]. 
Dropwise condensation was obtained on titanium surfaces using ion beam 
implantation method at atmospheric pressure [42]. The phenomenon of condensation was 
completely dropwise, but it transforms to mixed filmwise and dropwise condensation 
after a long time of condensation. The influence of the number of ion dose and the 
implantation energy on condensation heat transfer performance was investigated. The 
visual observation for condensation is shown in Figure 2.23 for a different number of ion 
dose and implantation energy. The results show that the heat transfer rate for modified 
surfaces using ion beam implantation is 5.5 times compared to filmwise condensation 
model. In addition, the influence of the number of ion dose did not significantly affect the 
performance of condensation. The effect of ion dose numbers on condensation heat 




Figure 2.23: Condensation observation on titanium surfaces (a) Pure titanium (b) 1016 ion 
dose and 20 Kev implantation energy (c) 1016 ion dose and 60 Kev implantation energy 
(d) 1015 ion dose and 20 Kev implantation energy (e) 1015 ion dose and 60 Kev 
implantation energy [42]. 
 
Figure 2.24: The influence of the number of ion dose and implantation energy on 
condensation heat transfer rate on titanium surfaces [42]. 
The influence of the number of ion dose on the heat transfer for dropwise 
condensation on stainless steel tubes is discussed [43]. The phenomenon of condensation 
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was completely dropwise when ion dose applied on the tube. Figure 2.25 shows the 
condensation phenomena on the bare stainless steel tube and modified tube with ion 
beam method. The heat transfer rate for dropwise condensation is three times higher than 
filmwise condensation model. Increasing the ion does improve the performance of the 
condensation heat transfer rate because it reduces the surface free energy and wettability 
of the surface. Figure 2.26 shows the influence of ion dose on the condensation efficiency 
compared to Nusselt theory where the slight effect of ion dose on condensation heat 
transfer was clarified.  
 
Figure 2.25: The condensation phenomena on the (a) Bare stainless steel tube (b) 
Modified tube with ion beam [43]. 
                      
Figure 2.26: The effect of Ion Dos on the performance of dropwise condensation heat 
transfer rate [43]. 
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 2.2.4 Condensation on surfaces that have hydrophobic coating  
Dropwise condensation can be obtained by coating the condensing surface using 
hydrophobic coatings because they reduce surface wettability, improve droplet departure 
frequency, and enhances the condensation heat transfer rate. An excellent dropwise 
condensation on vertical copper tubes at atmospheric pressure was obtained [44]. 
Condensation surfaces were modified using docosanoic acid SAM and electroless Ni-P-
PTFE coatings. The condensation on SAM surface was completely dropwise, and the 
heat transfer rate for the surface was higher than the filmwise model. From visual 
observations, the droplet sizes were small and the roll off fast from the surface due to the 
low surface energy of condensing surface. The enhancement is mainly caused by 
decreasing the thermal resistance of condensing steam. Moreover, dropwise condensation 
was obtained on NI-P-PTFE coatings on copper tubes in this study. The high and low 
contents of NI-P-PTFE were used to improve dropwise condensation performance. The 
heat transfer rate for SAM coating was greater than NI-P-PTFE coating for both contents. 
Figure 2.27 shows the improvement of condensation heat transfer compared to filmwise 
theory. The condensation heat transfer rate was higher than complete filmwise. The heat 
transfer rate characteristics for high NI-P-PTFE were slightly better than low NI-P-PTFE.  
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Figure 2.27: Dropwise condensation heat transfer performance compared to filmwise 
condensation (a) SAM surface (b) PTFE surface [44]. 
A sustainable and high efficiency of dropwise condensation was obtained on 
silver coating on copper surface with n-Heptane surfactant additives [45]. The 
concentration of surfactant additives was changed from 0% to 2% to study its influence 
on dropwise condensation performance. Figure 2.28 clarifies the heat transfer rate for 
bare copper tube and modified copper tube at various heptane additives concentrations.  
The heat transfer rate, therefore, was 50% higher compared to the bare copper tube. The 
durability of dropwise condensation was studied. The heat transfer and long-lasting 
condensation were found increased with increasing n-Heptane concentration. The 
optimum additives concentration that influences the heat transfer performance was 




Figure 2.28: Enhancement of condensation heat transfer for bare copper tube and 
modified copper coated with silver at various n-heptane concentrations [45]. 
  A study of condensation heat transfer was achieved on hydrophobic coatings 
which modified on copper surfaces using SAM1 and SAM2 coatings at atmospheric and 
vacuum conditions [46, 47]. The wettability properties and contact angle measurements 
were calculated before and after the condensation experiments for both surfaces. The 
contact angle measurements for SAM2 surface after the test was dramatically lower than 
the contact angle before the experiment. The contact angle measurements for the surfaces 
is shown in Figure 2.29 before and after the condensation tests. The performance of heat 
transfer for SAM1 was 3-8 times higher compared to filmwise theory at vacuum and 
atmospheric pressure conditions. However, the condensation performance of SAM2 
coating was not qualified for enhancing condensation efficiency where its performance is 
almost the same with filmwise theory. The condensation heat transfer rates for the 
surfaces is shown in Figure 2.30 under vacuum and atmospheric pressure conditions. The 
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bonding of SAM2 coating on the surface was not strong enough to obtain a good 
dropwise condensation.  
   
Figure 2.29: Contact angle measurement before and after the experiment. (a) bare copper 
tube (b) SAM1 before experiment (c) SAM2 before experiment (d) SAM1 after 
experiment (e) SAM2 after experiment [46]. 
 
Figure 2.30: The heat transfer rate for SAM1 and SAM2 at (a) Atmospheric pressure (b) 
Vacuum pressure [46]. 
Limiting the growth rates of large droplets on condensing surfaces significantly 
enhances the performance of droplets departure frequency and heat transfer rate during 
dropwise condensation [48]. The hydrophobic coatings of the self-assembled silver SAM, 
super hydrophobic coating of PTFE (polyphenylene), and PPS (polyphenylene) were 
applied on copper tubes. The experimental investigations during condensation were under 
vacuum conditions. The superhydrophobic coating achieved poor condensation compared 
to the hydrophobic SAM coating. The condensation phenomena for all surfaces were 
b d e a c 
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shown in Figure 2.31. All the modified surfaces show dropwise condensation, but the 
droplets size and population of droplets on the surfaces were different. Only SAM 
coating provides different behaviors of condensation where the droplets roll off fast from 
the condensation surfaces.  The heat transfer rates for all surfaces are shown in Figure 
2.32 where the highest heat transfer rate was on SAM surface. The enhancement of 
condensation rate on SAM surface caused by high nucleation rate, small droplet sizes, 
and lower thermal resistance compared to other surfaces. 
 
Figure 2.31: Dropwise condensation phenomena on (a) Bare copper (b) PPS coating 
(c)PTFE coating (d) SAM coating [48]. 
 
 
Figure 2.32: Heat transfer performance on various coating compared to filmwise 
condensation under (a) Atmospheric conditions (b) Vacuum conditions [48]. 
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 Dropwise condensation was achieved on iron tubes using Teflon coating [49] at 
atmospheric pressure. The condensation phenomenon was completely dropwise during 
the experiment compared to the bare tube. The condensation heat transfer rate increased 
by 20% to 60% in relation to condensation on the bare iron tube. The visual image of 
condensation and the improvement in heat transfer rate is shown in Figure 2.33. The 
transformation of the condensation modes caused by the lower surface energy of the 
modified surface compared to the pure iron surface. 
 
Figure 2.33: (a) Dropwise condensation heat transfer performance on Iron coated with 
Teflon compared to bare iron. (b) The phenomena of dropwise condensation on the iron 
tube [49]. 
Dropwise condensation on carbon steel tube coated using nickel-based coating 
tube was obtained experimentally [50].  The temperature distribution around the tube was 
smaller for carbon steel tube compared to modified Ni-based tube as shown in Figure 
2.34.  The heat transfer performance was 13 times higher than carbon steel tube because 
of the lower surface energy of nickel-based coated tube. The dropwise condensation can 
be maintained for a long time. The enhancement in heat transfer rate for Ni- coated 




Figure 2.34: The temperature distribution around the tube compared to carbon steel tube 
compared to the Ni-based tube [50]. 
Small hanging droplets at the bottom of the condensing tube surfaces can reduce 
thermal resistance and promote condensation efficiency. Different micro/nanoscale 
porous surfaces that have different wettability characteristics (PPS, CNT, etched surface 
and SAM) were tested [51] at atmospheric pressure. The modes of condensation were 
dropwise for all the surfaces, but the size of condensing droplets beneath the tubes was 
quietly different. The visualization study of condensation is shown in Figure 2.35. The 
porous surfaces can reduce the growth of large droplets and then improve the surface 
renewal rates during condensation. The condensation heat transfer performance of porous 
surfaces increases with decreasing the size of droplets that hang on the bottom of the 
tubes. Decrease the droplet’s size beneath tubes increases the droplet departure 
frequencies and reduces the thermal resistances. The heat transfer rates for porous 
surfaces are shown in Figure 2.36. The condensation heat transfer rates are lower than 
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complete filmwise on some porous surfaces because of the large thickness of the coating 
which produces additional thermal resistance and the large droplets size that hanging 
beneath the tubes.   
 
Figure 2.35: Steam condensation phenomena on (a) PPS/CNT (b) PTFE coating (c) SAM 
coating (d) Etched surface [51]. 
 
                     Figure 2.36: Heat transfer rate for different porous tube surface [51]. 
A hydrophobic and organic self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coating was applied 
on gold that coated the aluminum surface, copper surface and, (90/10) copper-nickel 
alloy [52] to verify condensation performance. The condensation experiments were 
operated under vacuum and atmospheric conditions. The visual observations of 
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condensation were similar for all surfaces. The condensation heat transfer rate was 
enhanced for all surfaces compared to filmwise condensation model. The performance of 
condensation on copper and copper-nickel alloy were the highest because the droplet 
sizes were smaller than other surfaces. Figure 2.37shows the heat transfer rates for all 
surfaces under vacuum and atmospheric pressure conditions. The heat transfer rate was 
enhanced by 14 times than filmwise for copper and copper-nickel alloy and nine times for 
gold –coated aluminum.  
   
 




 A durable dropwise condensation of steam was obtained on electroplated silver 
surface [53] at atmospheric pressure. The plating thickness was changed until the 
optimum thickness that enhances condensation heat transfer rate was found. The 
condensation behavior was dropwise, and its durability depends on the thickness of the 
coating. The influence of the coating thickness on condensation heat transfer is shown in 
Figure 2.38a. The condensation phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.38. The dropwise 
condensation can last for 2400h with 300 nm coating thickness.  
 
Figure 2.38: (a) Effect of silver coating thickness on heat transfer rate. (b) Dropwise 
condensation phenomena on silver coating [53]. 
Dropwise condensation was achieved using chromium coating and oleic acid 
promoter on the vertical copper surface at atmospheric pressure [54]. In this study, solid 
chromium coating does not enhance condensation compared to chromium electroplated 
coating because complete filmwise condensation was obtained on solid chromium surface 
and oleic acid. However, dropwise condensation is achieved using electroplated 
chromium surface with oleic acid, but it was lasting for a short time. The condensation 
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became mixed filmwise and dropwise after 24 hours. Figure 2.39 shows the performance 
of condensation for chromium coating with oleic acid on the copper surface.   
 
Figure 2.39: The performance of condensation for chromium coating with oleic acid on 
the copper surface [54]. 
An excellent dropwise condensation of steam on copper surface which coated by 
an amorphous hydrogenated carbon (DLC) using chemical vapor deposition CVD coated 
materials [55]. The dropwise condensation heat transfer for modified surface enhanced by 
11 times than filmwise condensation when the contact angle is 90 degrees. However, 
both filmwise and dropwise condensation can be observed when the contact angles are 74 
degrees. The heat transfer rate for modified surface is seven times higher than filmwise 
when the contact angle is 74 degrees. The increase in the heat transfer rate comes from 
surface characteristics and their wettability effect. Figure 2.40 shows the condensation 




           
Figure 2.40: Heat transfer rate for dropwise condensation on different coatings on copper 
compared to filmwise condensation [55]. 
2.2.5 Dropwise condensation heat transfer versus wettability  
The low surface wettability promotes the droplet departure frequency and 
condensation heat transfer since the steam condenses as droplets on the low wettability 
surfaces. However, some of the condensing surfaces which have low wettability in the air 
environments turn to high wettability in the condensation environments. Numerous 
methods were analyzed and studied the effect of surface wettability on condensation 
phenomena and heat transfer performance. 
 Condensation heat transfer on modified and unmodified vertical titanium surfaces 
was discussed [56]. Both dropwise and filmwise condensation was existing on the 
unmodified titanium surface where the filmwise region flowed down in the form of 
rivulets while the droplets were sucked into the rivulets before they grow to the departure 
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size. The heat transfer decreases with increasing the area of the rivulets, but it is still 
higher than complete filmwise condensation. Then, the titanium surface was modified 
using chemical etching process, but the contact angle was small, and the condensation 
was completely filmwise. However, dropwise condensation obtained on titanium surface 
after treating the surface chemically with 30wt% hydrogen peroxide solution. The 
condensation phenomena for the unmodified and the modified surfaces are shown in 
Figure 2.41. The heat transfer rate for the unmodified surface was little higher than 
filmwise theory. However, the heat transfer rate for modified surface with etching 
process was the same performance as filmwise condensation theory. The significant 
influence on the heat transfer rate on the modified surface with hydrogen peroxide 
solution was obtained. The highest performance for condensation heat transfer was 
obtained on the modified surface with hydrogen peroxide solution compared to compete 
filmwise condensation. Figure 2.42 shows the performance of condensation on the 
modified and unmodified titanium surfaces.   
 
Figure 2.41: Condensation phenomena on (a) Unmodified surface mixed filmwise and 
dropwise. (b) Modified surface using etching process complete filmwise. (c) Modified 





Figure 2.42:  Condensation heat transfer rate on (a) Unmodified surface mixed filmwise 
and dropwise. (b) Modified surface using etching process complete filmwise. (c) 
Modified surface using chemical treatment complete dropwise [56]. 
 Moreover, droplet surface tension forces affect dramatically the droplet departure 
frequency and heat transfer rate during condensation [57]. The condensation phenomena 
for various droplet surface tension forces on three types of modified silicon omniphobic 
surfaces was discussed. The surfaces are smooth oleophobic (fluoro silane) surface, re-
entered superomiphobic surface and lubricant-impregnated surface (nano-LIS).  
Depending on the surface free energy and the value of liquid’s surface tension, some 
surfaces enhance dropwise condensation for different kinds of droplet surface tension 
while some surfaces became flooded and reverted to filmwise The enhancement of  heat 
transfer rate on modified surfaces was eight times compared to bare silicon surface. 
Figure 2.43 shows the enhancement of condensation on different types of fluid. The 
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declining in the performance of condensation heat transfer rate caused by the increase in 
thermal resistance due to the flooding of condensing steam on the surface.  
 
Figure 2.43: The enhancement of condensation heat transfer for various types of fluid on 
different modified surfaces [57]. 
The influence of roughness, wettability and contact angle hysteresis of the 
polymeric surface on droplet size and condensation rate was experimentally evaluated 
during dropwise condensation [58]. Five polymer surfaces which have different 
roughness have been tested. The results show that the roughness and contact angle 
hysteresis affect the droplets nucleation, droplets growth efficiency, and condensation 
rate significantly at the beginning of condensation. However, the droplets size and the 
surface flooding increase with increasing the surface roughness. The number of 
nucleation sites which are generated during condensation was high on high roughness 
surfaces. However, most of the small droplets pinned by the structure of the rough 
surface. Then, the droplets sizes increase cover the vast region from the condensing 
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surface. The influence of surface roughness on the surface flooding and the droplets size 
during condensation is shown in Figure 2.44.  
 
 
Figure 2.44: The influence of surface roughness on (a) The surface coverage (b) The 
droplets size with condensation time [58]. 
The effect of complete and partial titanium coatings on droplets drainage rates and 
heat transfer performances during dropwise condensation on (PVDF) condenser was 
investigated [59]. Three condensers have been tested: (i) plain (PVDF), (ii) plain (PVDF) 
coated using titanium, and (iii) plain (PVDF) partially coated using titanium tracks. The 
behavior of condensation was dropwise for all the condensers. The condensation 
phenomena on the three condensers are shown in Figure 2.45. However, the performance 
of droplets drainage rates and condensation heat transfer rates were completely different. 
The titanium tracks improve the condensation heat transfer 50% compared to plain 
(PVDF). The width of the titanium track which promotes the heat transfer rate would be 




Figure 2.45: The condensation phenomena on the three condensers (a) Complete titanium 
coating on (PVDF) (b) Plain (PVDF) (c) Titanium tracks coating on (PVDF) [59]. 
The influence of condensation environment on surface wettability of copper 
surface and modified copper surface have been explained [60]. The surfaces (bare copper 
and copper coated with SU-8 (Microchem Permanent Epoxy)) have same wettability 
behaviors and same contact angles in ambient conditions. However, the surfaces present 
deferent wetting behaviors and droplets growth in condensation environment. The 
condensation phenomena are shown in Figure 2.46. Large droplet’s sizes grow on bare 
copper surface, but small droplet’s sizes grow on modified copper surfaces during 
condensation because the bare copper surface has high surface wettability. Due to the 
change of droplet dynamic during condensation as shown in Figure 2.46, the heat transfer 
rate is completely different.  The copper surface with SU-8 coating has a high heat 
transfer rate compared to the bare copper surface because the condensed droplets grow 
faster on modified surface compared to the droplet’s growth on bare copper surface. 
Figure 2.47 shows the heat transfer rate for bare copper and modified copper surfaces. 
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Figure 2.46: Growth rate stages for condensed droplets on (a) Bare copper (b) Copper 
with the SU-8 coating [60]. 
 
                 
Figure 2.47: Heat transfer coefficient for (a) Bare copper. (b) Copper modified with the 
SU-8 coating [60]. 
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In addition, the effect of surfaces nanostructures on dropwise condensation heat 
transfer performance has been experimentally studied [61]. Chemical treatment of self-
assembled monolayer SAM was prepared on smooth copper (SAM2) surface and 
nanostructured copper (SAM1) surface to enhance dropwise condensation. The 
condensation was dropwise on both surfaces, but the SAM2 surface has lower droplet 
growth rate than the SAM1 surface. The visual observation of condensation phenomena 
is shown in Figure 2.48 for both surfaces.  The small droplets pinned by the nanostructure 
of the SAM1 surface and coalescence with other droplets. The large formed droplets size 
cover large regions on the condensing surface and delay the droplet departure from the 
surface as shown in Figure 2.48. The heat transfer rate for a smooth surface with SAM1 
is higher than nanostructure surface with SAM2 even the surface area of the 
nanostructure is bigger than a smooth surface. Figure 2.49 shows the heat transfer rate for 
smooth and nanostructure surface compared to filmwise theory. The heat transfer rate for 
smooth is enhanced by a factor 3 compared to filmwise while the heat transfer rate for 
smooth with nanostructure surface is improved by a factor of 1.8 compared to filmwise 
condensation. The large droplets fill the cavities between the nanostructures and create a 
liquid film on condensing surface. The liquid film provides thermal resistance which 




Figure 2.48: Droplet growth cycle during dropwise condensation for both surfaces SAM1 
and SAM2 [61]. 
 
 
Figure 2.49: Heat transfer rate during dropwise condensation for both nanostructures 
surfaces SAM1 and smooth SAM2 [61]. 
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2.2.6 Condensation on gradient surfaces  
Gradient surfaces improve the droplets removal from the condensing surfaces 
without depending on the body forces such as gravity. The energy gradient causes a 
difference in contact angles which increases the droplet’s motion and allow condensation 
for new droplets to condense on the surfaces. Condensing surfaces which have gradient 
wettability features have a powerful ability to enhance the droplet dynamics and the heat 
transfer rate for dropwise condensation [62, 63]. Efforts have been taken to fabricate 
gradient wettability surfaces to increase the droplet velocity and drainage rate during 
condensation. 
Condensation on copper surfaces have gradient wettability characteristics was 
discussed regard to condensation on complete dropwise surfaces [64]. The influences of 
surface orientations at different positions were discussed. The gradient of the surface 
wettability causes the droplets move to the high wettability region without depending on 
any additional forces. The physical mechanism of droplets movement on gradient 
surfaces is shown in Figure 2.50. The heat transfer rates were improved for all surface 
orientations compared to traditional dropwise condensation heat transfers rate. The heat 
transfer rate for vertical gradient wettability surface is 35% higher than traditional 
dropwise condensation. Figure 2.51 shows the heat transfer rate on vertical gradient 
surface compared to filmwise and dropwise condensation surfaces. In addition, the heat 
transfer rates for gradient surfaces still gives a high performance for both horizontal and 




Figure 2.50: The physical description on how the droplet’s motion on graded wettability 
surface [64]. 
 
Figure 2.51: Heat transfer rate on vertical gradient surfaces compared to complete 
filmwise and traditional dropwise surfaces [64]. 
Wettability gradient was applied on copper surfaces to predict the improvement of 
droplets dynamics behavior during condensation [65]. The velocity of droplets on 
condensing surfaces was improved by enhancing the coalescence of droplets on gradient 
surfaces. However, the gradient wettability reduced the condensation performance due to 
the thermal conduction that caused by the liquid film from the hydrophilic side.                 
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Figure 2.52 shows the droplets dynamic mechanisms on gradient regions. The attention 
should be taken to remove the droplets while they are small on the gradient surfaces to 
reduce the thermal resistance. Then, the liquid film thickness reduced and the heat 
transfer rate improved on gradient surfaces. 
 
                Figure 2.52: The droplets movement on gradient surfaces at a time [65]. 
Superhydrophobic and super hydrophilic modifications were applied on copper 
surface to create gradient wettability and improve the droplets velocity during 
condensation [66]. The super-hydrophilic regions obtained using H2O2 solution while 
superhydrophobic regions achieved using Teflon coating. The droplets move on gradient 
surface with high momentum. As shown in Figure 2.53, different gradient lengths were 
used during the experiment to optimize the maximum length and improve the droplets 
dynamic. The optimum width which obtains the maximum droplet’s velocity on the 
surface was 1mm. Therefore, gradient surface is expected to improve droplet’s dynamics 




Figure 2.53: Wettability gradient on copper surfaces with different gradient lengths [66]. 
Multiple hydrophilic aluminum strips have been fabricated using metal deposition 
techniques on a hydrophobic copper plate to enhance the droplets velocity and water 
droplets migration [67]. The droplets on the hydrophilic regions are pinned at the 
beginning of the hydrophobic regions due to the sharp difference in surface tension 
forces. The droplets will not spill onto the copper until the contact angle becomes higher 
than copper surface contact angle. Figure 2.54 shows the droplets dynamic behaviors on 
different shapes of aluminum and copper gradient surfaces. Moreover, the water 
collection on the modified surfaces is improved, and the heat transfer is predicted to be 
enhanced.   
 
Figure 2.54: Water movement behavior on aluminum-copper gradient surface [67]. 
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2.2.7 Condensation on hybrid surfaces 
The performance of condensation heat transfer and droplet dynamics can be 
improved using hybrid surfaces by quickly removing the condensate’s steam and 
minimizing the size of droplets on the condensing surface. However, not all hybrid 
surfaces can promote the heat transfer rate and droplet departure frequency during 
dropwise condensation since there are numerous parameters that influence’s hybrid 
surface performance and should be taken into account. The parameters that influence the 
hybrid surface performance during condensation are the drainage droplet rates, droplet 
departure frequencies, maximum droplet diameters, and droplets mobility i.e. 
Researchers modified hybrid surfaces where those factors can be controlled and designed 
in ways the heat transfer rates can be enriched. Hybrid surfaces are prepared by 
combining both hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions where the condensate removal, 
droplets mobility and droplets departure frequency is increased during condensation.  
A promotion of condensation heat transfer rates was achieved experimentally 
using hydrophilic-hydrophobic vertical stripes [68] on vertical copper discs. The widths 
of hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions were changed until the optimum widths that 
maximize the condensation performance were obtained. The design of hybrid surfaces on 
copper discs is shown in Figure 2.55. The heat transfer rates increase with decreasing the 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic widths. However, the heat transfer rates decrease with a 
further hydrophobic and hydrophilic widths decreasing. Therefore, the optimum width for 
both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions that enhance dropwise condensation was 
found. The heat transfer rate was promoted by 23 % compared to complete dropwise 
condensation when the hydrophobic width is 0.55 mm, and the hydrophilic width is 0.45 
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mm. Figure 2.56 shows the enhancement of condensation using hybrid surfaces 
compared to complete dropwise surface. In addition, the analysis of the droplets sizes and 
droplets distributions on the strips patterns for the hybrid surface was investigated 
theoretically [69]. The enhancement of condensation on hybrid surfaces was significantly 
controlled by the maximum droplets radius on the condensing surface. The maximum 
droplet radius depends mainly on the width of hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. The 
maximum droplet radius that improves the condensation and droplet departure frequency 
existed in this study.     
 





Figure 2.56: The enhancement of condensation using hybrid surfaces compared to 
complete dropwise surface [68]. 
Using hybrid surfaces to control the water drainage rate, droplets departure 
frequency improves the total performance of condensation. Super-hydrophilic tracks like 
wedge-shaped patterns and straight patterns have been fabricated on aluminum surfaces 
to improve the condensate collection rate and the heat transfer rate for condensation [70]. 
The design was inspired by the network that found in banana leaves. Figure 2.57 shows 
the design of the patterns on aluminum surface. The experiment was implemented at 
different saturation temperatures and relative humidity. The improvement of condensate 
collection and heat transfer rate was achieved at high humidity although the patterns 
occupy 40% from the total area of the surface. The enhancement in the condensate water 
collection and heat transfer rate for hybrid surfaces is shown below in Figure 2.58 at 
different condensation conditions. The heat transfer rate enhanced due to the increasing 




Figure 2.57: The design of the patterns (a) Straight patterns on aluminum surfaces (b) 
Wedge-shaped patterns [70]. 
 
 
Figure 2.58: The enhancement in the condensate water collections and heat transfer for 
hybrid surfaces at different condensation conditions [70]. 
Condensation heat transfer rate was enhanced on hybrid surfaces using super 
hydrophilic staggered interdigitated patterns on aluminum surfaces at various experiment 
conditions [71]. The experiments performed at 20, 35 Co bulb temperatures and 80% 
relative humidity. The hybrid surface design improves the drainage rate of condensing 
water and droplets removal from the surface. The condensation phenomenon on hybrid 
surface is shown in Figure 2.59. The area percentage of the patterns regards to the total 
surface area was changed until the optimum area percentage that maximizes the water 
drainage and condensation heat transfer rate obtained. The enhancement of 34.4% in heat 
transfer rate and 30.5 in drainage water rate was achieved compared to the bare 
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aluminum surface when the percentage of hydrophilic area is 29.9% from the total 
surface area. In addition, the improvement of 18% in heat transfer rate and 15.4 in 
drainage water rate was obtained compared to the bare aluminum surface when the 
percentage of hydrophilic area is 35.9% from the total surface area. Figure 2.60 shows 
the water drainage rate and heat transfer rate enhancement at different working conditions 
and various area percentage of hybrid surfaces.      
 
Figure 2.59: The surface design and condensation phenomenon on staggered patterns 
[71]. 
 
Figure 2.60: The water drainage and heat transfer rate enhancement at different working 
conditions and various area percentage for hybrid surfaces [71]. 
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A spontaneous and fast movement of condensate droplets were achieved on 
vertical hydrophilic and hydrophobic strips patterns which fabricated on a solid surface 
[72]. During condensation, the droplets nucleate from the hydrophobic stripes, and then 
they move smoothly with high momentum to the hydrophilic regions. The images of 
condensation phenomena of on complete hydrophilic, complete hydrophobic, and hybrid 
surfaces is shown in Figure 2.61. During condensation on hybrid surfaces, the droplets 
nucleate, grow on hydrophobic regions to the certain size and migrate to the more 
hydrophilic regions. The optimum stripe’s width that improves droplets velocity and 
achieves high condensation efficiency is found in this study. The optimum width that 
enhances condensation heat transfer rate is 1mm for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
strips. The heat transfer increased by 20% compared to complete hydrophobic surfaces. 
The enhancement of condensation is shown in Figure 2.61 compared to complete 
dropwise surface.  
 
Figure 2.61: The phenomena of condensation on (a) Hydrophilic, (b) Hydrophobic, and 





                  Figure 2.62: The enhancement of condensation on hybrid surfaces [72]. 
Hydrophilic tree patterns and hydrophilic islands patterns were performed on a 
vertical copper plate to enhance dropwise condensation heat transfer [73, 74] at 
atmospheric pressure. Figure 2.63 shows the patterns design that has been evaluated by 
condensation experiments. In each design of hybrid surfaces, the hydrophilic patterns 
occupied 25% from the total area of condensing while 75% from the rest of area is 
hydrophobic regions. For island patterns case, the droplets departure frequency increases 
with decrease the size of the patterns, and the heat transfer rate was enhanced by 25% 
compared to complete dropwise surface. For tree patterns case, the droplet departure 
frequency and heat transfer rate are lower than the complete dropwise surface because the 




                 
         Figure 2.63 Hydrophilic island and hydrophilic tree on hydrophobic copper [73]. 
In addition, the influence of hydrophobic stripe’s widths on condensation heat 
transfer on copper plates has been experimentally investigated [75]. The width of the 
hydrophobic stripes changed while the width of hydrophilic strips maintained constant. 
The effect of the surface orientation on condensation heat transfer performance was 
clarified. The visualization of dropwise condensation on horizontal and vertical hybrid 
surfaces is shown in Figure 2.64. In the case of horizontal orientation, the heat transfer 
rate increases with increasing the width of hydrophobic stripes since the sweeping 
droplets rate improved. The heat transfer coefficient increases by 1.2 compared with the 
complete hydrophobic surface. On the other hand, the trend becomes opposite for vertical 
surface where the heat transfer rate increases with the decrease strip’s width because of 
the flooding which occurs with increase the stripe’s width. Figure 2.65 explain the 
improvement of the condensation heat transfer rate for horizontal and vertical hybrid 




Figure 2.64 The dropwise condensation behavior on hybrid surfaces for different 
orientations and various hydrophobic strips width [75] 
 
 
Figure 2.65: The improvement of condensation heat transfer rate for hybrid surfaces for 
both surface orientations [75]. 
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2.3 Summary and conclusions from literature review 
The above section reviews the work and research that have been performed to 
enhance the droplets dynamic, droplet departure frequency, and heat transfer rate during 
the condensation. Moreover, different methods have been explained to enhance 
condensation efficiency. Based on the previous research and literature review, the below 
conclusions can be obtained:  
Droplet dynamic and droplets departure frequency highly influence the 
performance of heat transfer during dropwise condensation. Introducing super-
hydrophobic surfaces for condensation can enhance droplet speed and coalescence 
because they have low surface energy. However, some super-hydrophobic surfaces do 
not enhance droplet dynamic during condensation because the surface structure pinned 
the small droplet and grew larger on the condensing surfaces.  
Dropwise condensation is affected strongly by the surface geometry 
modifications. Grooves can promote the behavior of falling droplets from the condensing 
surface and increase the surfaces area that exposed to the steam. However, some 
geometries reduce the heat transfer during dropwise condensation because they cause 
flooding of droplets even though dropwise condensation still exist. Therefore, more 
attention should be taken in account when updating the geometry of the condensing 
surfaces.  
Condensation of a mixture of steam is affected by the concentrations of steam in 
the mixture. The influence in condensation efficiency comes from surface tension 
differences that introduced temperature gradients. Dropwise condensation on some 
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surfaces became filmwise condensation when the concentration of the mixture changed. 
Therefore, the optimum concentration which can achieve dropwise condensation was 
clarified.  
Different methods and research have been made to introduce hydrophobic 
surfaces that obtain dropwise condensation since they have low wettability 
characteristics. Chemical treatment can reduce the surface energy and thereby enhance 
droplet dynamic, droplet departure frequency, and heat transfer rate. However, the 
durability of the long lasting of dropwise condensation has not been yet achieved.   
Gradient surfaces enhance dropwise condensation performance compared to the 
hydrophobic surfaces because they increase droplet migration velocity, droplet 
coalescence, droplet departure frequency without depending on body forces such as 
gravity.  
Hybrid surfaces improve dropwise condensation heat transfer rate because they 
improve the velocity of removing droplet from condensing surfaces. In addition, hybrid 
surfaces can minimize droplet size and increase the departure frequency. The heat 
transfer rate of condensation on hybrid surfaces is higher than complete dropwise since 
the departure frequency enhanced. However, some hybrid surfaces reduce condensation 
efficiency because they cause flooding which increases the thermal resistances and 
reduce the heat transfer rates.      
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CHAPTER 3   
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
3.1 Experimental setup  
    To obtain the heat transfer rates during condensation on horizontal tubes at 
saturation conditions, condensation experiment setup was conducted. The experimental 
setup consists of four main sections: (i) steam generator, (ii) cooling system, (iii) 
condensation chamber, and (iv) data acquisition system. Figure 3.1 shows the schematic 
design of the experimental condensation system. The steam generator consist of a water 
reservoir which is heated by two electric heaters. The first heater 3500 W (AVANTCO) 
is operated during the experiment, while the second heater 550 W (Brisk Heat) is 
operated when the condensation rate was high, and the steam was insufficient. The steam 
is flowed into the condensation chamber through a flexible stainless steel tube (0.75”D, 
5”L). A wrapped heater (Brisk Heat HTC451003) heated the flexible tube at a controlling 
temperature which is controlled using a heater controller (Brisk Heat SDC120KC-ASDC) 
to make sure no condensation for steam before entering the chamber. Three calibrated T-
type thermocouples with an accuracy of 0.1% were used to measure the steam 
temperature, and a calibrated pressure transducer (Omega PX01C1- 050A5T) located at 
the top of the condensing chamber used to measure the steam pressure. The condensing 
chamber is made from aluminum compositions. The chamber is fabricated with four 
cartridge heaters inserted from the bottom corners of the chamber. The chamber has two 




chamber’s atmospheric pressure. The four cartridge heaters were used to prevent 
condensation at the chamber’s wall during the condensation process. The condensation 
chamber is insulated to diminish the effect of unwanted condensation, reduce heat losses 
and condensation occurring at other places. The chamber has a 6-inch-diameter circular 
glass window for visual observation of the condensation process. A high-speed camera 
(Phantom v7.3) is used to visualize the condensation process. The excessive and 
condensed steam flowed out of the chamber from the openings located at the top and 
bottom of the chamber.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of experimental setup on tubes at atmospheric pressure.               
    The cooling system consisted of a water tank (galvanized steel, 56 liters), pump 




6.6 GPM with 0.1% accuracy). The water is pumped at a constant flow rate while 
immersion heat (2000 W) inserted into the water tank to change the water temperature. 
Before the water is entered the condensation chamber, it was heated again using a 
wrapped heater (Brisk Heat HWC1240–24’ and 1440 W). The water was returned to the 
water tank to be pumped again. Two calibrated Type K thermocouples were used to 
measure the inlet and outlet temperatures for the test sample. The data were monitored 
and recorded using the Agilent 34972A data acquisition system. Figure 3.2 shows an 
image of the condensation experiment setup on horizontal tubes. 
     
Figure 3.2: Experimental setup on tubes at atmospheric pressure. 
3.2 Experiment procedure  
The coolant water was pumped inside the test sample in steady flow which was 
maintained around 3±2% L/min for all experiments. The inlet temperature of the coolant 




within a range of approximately from 18,000 to 48,000. The inlet temperature was 
continuously increased during the experiment using three heat sources, the water tank’s 
immersion heater, the inlet heater, and the heat transfer from the vapor condensation. The 
steam was delivered to the condensation chamber before the coolant water pumped to the 
tube for at least ten minutes to assure steady state saturation conditions. The inside of the 
chamber’s temperature, pressure, and the chamber wall temperatures were monitored to 
confirm the steady state saturation conditions. For each tested sample, three condensation 
experiments were performed. The first experiment was performed for the heat transfer 
calculations, the second experiment was applied to visualize the condensation 
phenomena, and the third experiment was implanted heat transfer calculations.  The 
repeating condensation experiments allow more observation change in the heat transfer. 
During the visualization experiment, the window’s heaters were operated to prevent 
condensation on the window. The LED light source was applied during visualization 
experiment to visualize the condensation phenomena. Moreover, during the heat transfer 
measurements experiments both the window heaters and the LED light source were not 
operated to avoid any radiation effects on the heat transfer measurements. 
3.3 Data reduction 
           The overall heat transfer coefficient Ho of a condensing on tube test can be 
determined by 
                              Ho =
Q̇
A×∆TLMTD
   .                                                      (3.1) 
Where Q̇ is the total heat flow, ∆TLMTD is the log mean temperature difference 









 .                                       (3.2) 
Where Tsat is the saturated steam temperature and Tcw,out and Tcw,out are the inlet 
and outlet temperatures of the cooling water. Total heat flow can be determined as 
                    Q̇ =  mċ × cp × (Tcw,out − Tcw,in) − Q̇losses               (3.3) 
Where mc is the mass flow rate of cooling water in (kg/s) and Cp in (J/kg.K) is the 
specific heat. The equation below calculates the convective heat transfer coefficient for 
cooling water inside the tube hi in W/m
2.K:  
                              hi =
Nu×Kw
Di
 .                                                            (3.4)  
Where Kw is the thermal conductivity of water, and Di is the inside diameter of 
the tube, and Nu is the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number can be calculated from the 
equation below for turbulent flow: 





) .                                (3.5) 
           Where Re is the Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtle number, and C is constant 
and equal to 0.035 in this study [76]. The overall heat transfer coefficient is related to the 
inner and outer heat transfer coefficients, as below: 














 .                         (3.6) 
The equation above gives us the heat transfer coefficient outside the tube. During 
the experiment, the subcooling temperature difference (the difference between the steam 
and the outer temperature of the tube) cannot be measured, but it can be calculated it 
from the following equation: 
                         ∆Tsub = Tsat − Ts = 
Q̇
ho×Ao




The experimental results of the heat transfer coefficient were compared with the 
filmwise condensation from the Nusselt model for the horizontal tube. The Nusselt model 
for the horizontal tube for the filmwise condensation is [77]:  








                  (3.8) 
Where ρc, ρs, μc, ck , and hgf
~  are the liquid properties and can be found at average 
fluid temperature.  
The corrected enthalpy can be calculated from [77]: 
                     hgf
~ = hfg [1 + 0.68 (
cp,l(Tsat−Tw
hfg
)].                            (3.9) 
3.4 Heat loss calculations 
 The heat losses Q̇losses  calculations are important to ensure that the calculated Q̇ 
in Eq. (3) was due to the heat transfer rate through only the tested tube’s surfaces. 
Therefore, a calibration test was needed to confirm the heat transfer results are accurate. 
The copper tube which is thermally insulated and has the same basic dimensions of the 
other tested tubes was installed in the test chamber. Then regular condensation 
experiment procedure was performed to obtain the heat transfer rate. The obtained heat 
transfer rate represents the heat loss (Q̇losses = mċ   Cp.c  (Tout.c − Tin.c)) in Eq. (3).  
Figure 3.3 shows the copper tube which is thermally insulted to calculate the heat losses 
Q̇losses. More details for experimental procedure, heat losses calculation and data 
reduction can be found in [78]. This calibration method allows to measure accurate 
results for the heat transfer rate on the exposed tube outer surface area. The results of heat 






             
Figure 3.3 copper tube which is thermally insulated. 

































3.5 Experimental set up calibration 
The experiment results were validated with the theoretical results for filmwise 
condensation Nusselt model on horizontal tube to ensure the proper functioning of the 
experimental setup. Condensation experiments were performed in the lab on a horizontal 
copper tube coated with H2O2 to obtain complete filmwise condensation. The 
condensation was completely filmwise, as Figure 3.5 shows. Figure 3.5 shows filmwise 
condensation on copper tube at saturation condition when the subcooling temperature 
difference (∆T) is 12 ℃. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the reduced data after 
considering the heat loss in the system for heat flux and heat transfer coefficient, 
compared with the theoretical results for filmwise condensation Nusselt model. In 
addition, the surface temperature of the tube was directly measured during condensation 
using thermocouple T-type which inserted in 0.5mm deep in the center of tube length. 
The hole in the tube wall was performed carefully using a drill bit, and the thermocouple 
was fixed inside the tube wall. To assure that the thermocouple does not move during 
the experiments, the soldering process was performed. The condensation heat transfer 
results for calculated surface temperature and direct measurement surface temperature 
have a good agreement with Nusselt model for complete filmwise condensation. 
 
 




      
























       Figure 3.6: Calibration test results for heat flux compared with Nusselt theory. 






































 In addition, the results were refined by taking the average for mass flow rate that 
was constant during the experiment and by taking the average and curve fitting for both 
inlet and outlet water temperatures. In general, the same refining process was applied to 
all experimental results. Figure 3.8 shows the condensation heat transfer rate and heat 
transfer coefficient after the refining process.  
                    
 
        Figure 3.8: Calibration test after refining the results compared with Nusselt theory. 
3.6 Uncertainty quantification 
The uncertainties in the data measurements (QZ) are considered for the heat flux, 
the overall heat transfer coefficient, and the condensation heat transfer coefficient in the 
following data analysis. Uncertainties propagation in the calculated values is estimated 



















 ,                         (3.10) 
Where (Q = Q(q1, q, … qn)) is a function of independent variables (n) and Zi is 
the uncertainty in the variable (qi). The uncertainties of experimental parameters are 
listed in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Uncertainties of key parameters. 
Experimental measurements Uncertainty 
Coolant inlet and outlet temperature Tin, Tout 0.5 K 
Flow rate of coolant (ṁ) 1 % 
Saturated steam temperature Tsat 2% 
Condensing surface area (A) 4% 
Heat flux (q) (3-9) % 
 
3.7 Surface preparation procedure 
In this study, the test sample is a copper tubes (Cu-101 from McMaster-Carr, 
99.99% purity) of length 92 mm.  The outside diameter is 6.35 mm, and the thickness is 
0.9 mm. Initially, the copper tube first polished used three types of sandblasting papers of 
roughness grades 600, 800, and 1200 respectively. Then, the tube was cleaned with 
acetone, ethanol, and deionized water using an ultrasonic cleaning device. The copper 
tube was dried with nitrogen. Using Cero 3 software, preparing the hybrid surface which 
has hydrophilic or hydrophobic pattern’s design created and printed on a white 
transparent paper. Then the design was transferred to the green photoresist sheet 
(IKONICS Imaging-Rapid - Mask High Tack-2 mil thickness) using an exposed rapid 
mask high-tack (IKONICS Imaging-Letralite-15 W) ultraviolet light. The sample of 
design of patterned hybrid surface on white plastic sheet and the green photoresist sheet 






     Figure 3.9: (a) The sample of design of hybrid surface (b) The transparent green film. 
  The green photoresist sheet was contacted to the designed white plastic sheet and 
then exposed to the ultraviolet light. The patterned hybrid surface design transfers to the 
green photoresist sheet in specific time during ultraviolet light operation. The time of 
transition from white plastic sheet to green photoresist sheet was changed until the 
optimum time of transition was found. The time of transition was 3 minutes that certain 
complete transition of the design to the green photoresist sheet. The separation of the 
designed white plastic paper from the green photoresist sheet occurs after the design is 
transferred. The hybrid surface design which transferred to the green photoresist sheet is 
shown in Figure 3.10. Then, the green photoresist sheet was wrapped carefully on the 
polished copper tube as shown in Figure 3.11. The wrapped tube was covered and 
maintained in a dark place for 12 hours to ensure that the green photoresist sheet 











                           Figure 3.11: The wrapped copper tube with green photoresist sheet.  
 
The wrapped tube was exposed to the abrasive sandblasting jet machine (Abrasive 
Jet Technologies, LLC, Micro Abrasive Blasting Unit-Model K) using 50-micron silicon 
carbide particles (SiC). The sandblasting process performed using micro jet nozzle 
(Abbrasive Jet Technologies, LLC, nozzle Type C, 1.14 mm in diameter). Due to the 
design of hybrid patterned surface design, only the dark green regions were sandblasted. 
However, the light green regions covered by the film during the sandblasting process. 
Figure 3.12 shows the wrapped tube after the sandblasting process. The tube was 
immersed in DI-water, and then the green mask was removed completely from the tube.   





           
                      Figure 3.12: The wrapped tube after the sandblasting process. 
The tube is cleaned with acetone and DI-water and then dried in nitrogen. Then, 
the tube is immersed in 0.0025 mol/L of n-octadecyl mercaptan solution for 1 hour at 
75℃ to create the hydrophobic regions.  Figure 3.13 shows the copper tube with two 
wettability regions where the sandblasted regions are hydrophilic, and plain regions are 
hydrophobic regions. The preparation of various patterns with different sizes and 
different gap distances was achieved to study the effect of the sizes and gaps on the heat 
transfer rate for dropwise condensation. The tube was identified to find the surface 
wettability for both regions by measuring the contact angles for the regions before and 
during the experiment. The surfaces’ structure and roughness were studied with SEM 
images for copper surface coated using SAM and sandblasted surface which coated using 
SAM and hybrid surface as shown in Figure 3.14.  
 
 





                                                
Figure 3.14: SEM images for (a) Cu with SAM (b) Cu sandblasted and SAM (c) Hybrid 
surface.    
The average contact angles before the condensation experiments for smooth 
surface which coated SAM coating was 120 ± 0.5 degree and 135 ± 0.5 for complete 
sandblasted surface. Figure 3.15 shows the contact angle measurements for the surfaces 












Figure 3.15: The contact angle measurements for the surfaces in air conditions (a) 
Smooth copper with SAM (b) Sandblasted copper with SAM. 
However, the contact angles were changed during condensation experiments. The 
contact angle for complete dropwise which coated with SAM was 95 ± 1 degree while it 
is 62 ± 1 degree complete sandblasted surface during the experiments as shown in      
Figure 3.16. 
 
     Figure 3.16: Wettability of hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions for hybrid surface.   
The preparation of hybrid surfaces which have hydrophobic patterns was 
performed to investigate the influence of patterns’ size on condensation heat transfer 
performance and droplets’ dynamics. Moreover, hybrid surfaces which have hydrophilic 
patterns with different diameters and different gap distances were achieved on copper 
tubes. The effect of the patterns’ sizes and gaps between the patterns on the heat transfer 
rate and droplets dynamics were discussed for dropwise condensation. In addition, the 
θ= 62 1 degrees
(b) Sandblasted regions





patterns geometry influence on condensation and droplets dynamics behavior is discussed 







CHAPTER 4   
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
             In this study, condensation heat transfer on complete hydrophobic surface (β-
regions), complete sandblasted surface (γ-region) and hybrid surfaces with various 
patterns are discussed. The complete sandblasted surface (γ-region) is fabricated using 50 
microns of silicon carbide sand while the complete hydrophobic surface (β-region) is 
prepared using self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coating. Hydrophobic patterns are 
fabricated on complete sandblasted surfaces to study the influence of patterns’ size on 
condensation heat transfer. Moreover, hydrophilic patterns with various sizes and gap 
distances are modified on complete hydrophobic surfaces in this study. The effect of the 
patterns’ size and the gap distance between the adjacent patterns on condensation 
performance are discussed. The influence of the patterns’ wettability and designs on 
droplets dynamic during condensation are analyzed. The droplets departure frequency 
and the droplets’ departure diameter are computed for the surfaces during condensation. 
The renewal area frequency for the patterns were calculated and optimized with other 
hybrid surfaces. The optimum patterns’ size and optimum gap between the patterns are 
found in this study. In addition, the influence of the patterns’ geometry on the droplets 




4.1 Condensation on complete sandblasted (γ-region) and complete hydrophobic (β-
region) surfaces 
A series of condensation experiments were performed on compete dropwise (β-
region) surface and sandblasted surface (γ-region). The two surfaces were coated with 
self-assembled monolayer SAM coating. The heat transfer rates for both surfaces is 
shown in Figure 4.1 compared with Nusselt model for filmwise condensation. The 
droplets’ contact angle on the sandblasted surface (γ-region) is 62 degree during the 
experiment but its value is 134 degree before condensation occurs. The lower contact 
angle during condensation causes low performance of heat transfer rate. The droplets’ 
size on the surface is large and cause a liquid film which reduce the heat transfer rate. 
However, the heat transfer rate for complete dropwise (β-region) surface is higher than 
the heat transfer rate for complete sandblasted surface. Figure 4.2 shows images of 
condensation on the complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface and complete DROPWISE 
(β-region) surface. The large performance of condensation rate on hydrophobic surface 
was regards to large contact angle during the experiment and lower droplets size on the 
surface. The droplets departure frequency for the surfaces is determined as shown in 
Figure 4.3. The droplet departure frequency for complete dropwise (β-region) surface is 
higher than complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface because the droplets move fast and 
they do not form a film on the surface. The droplets departure diameter for the surfaces is 
calculated as shown in Figure 4.4. The droplet departure diameter for complete 
sandblasted surface (γ-region) is bigger than droplet departure diameter for complete 




angle on complete sandblasted surface (γ-region) forces the droplets to spread and form a 
film on the surface.  























T (K)  
Figure 4.1: The heat transfer rates for (complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface (b) 
complete (β-region) surface 
 
 
Figure 4.2: images of condensation on the (a) complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface (b) 
complete dropwise (β-region) surface. 
 



































Figure 4.3: The droplets departure frequency for the sandblasted (γ-region) and complete 
dropwise (β-region) surfaces. 





































Figure 4.4: The droplets departure diameter for sandblasted (γ-region) and complete 
dropwise (β-region) surfaces. 
4.2 Condensation heat transfer on hybrid surface (hydrophobic patterns) 
Experiments of steam condensation have been performed on hybrid surfaces 




dropwise (β-region) surface and complete sandblasted (γ-regions) surface. The sizes of 
the patterns were changed while the horizontal and vertical hydrophilic gap scales 
between each adjacent hydrophobic circle were maintained constant as listed in Table 
4.1. The schematic design for the hybrid surfaces is shown in  Figure 4.5. The 
visualization study shows that the droplets nucleate, coalescence and migrate from the 
hydrophobic patterns to the hydrophilic surrounding regions during condensation because 
of the surface tension differences between the hydrophilic (γ-region) regions and the 
hydrophobic patterns (β-region) as shown in Figure 4.6.  Most of the hydrophobic (β-
regions) patterns were seen to be covered by water flowing from the hydrophilic (γ-
region) regions during the condensation experiment as shown in Figure 4.6. All the 
hybrid surfaces show the same trends for the heat transfer rate. However, the maximum 
heat transfer rates observed for each surface were different depending on the diameter of 
the hydrophobic circles. 
              Table 4.1: The parameters and dimensions of the (hydrophobic patterns). 




Name (β- γ) 
1 0.75 0.5 (β 0.75- γ 0.5) 
2 1 0.5 (β 1.0- γ 0.5) 
3 1.25 0.5 (β 1.25- γ 0.5) 
4 0.5 0.5 (β 1.5- γ 0.5) 
 
From the visualization study of condensation on hybrid surfaces, the droplets 




condensation because of the surface tension differences between the hydrophilic regions 
and the patterns. The mechanism of the droplets transition from the hydrophobic circles 
to the hydrophilic regions is shown in Figure 4.6. Dropwise condensation was observed 
on the patterns as shown in Figure 4.6 where hydrophilic region bounds the patterns. All 
the hybrid surfaces show the same trends for the heat transfer rate. However, the 
maximum heat transfer rates observed for each surface were different depending on the 
size of the hydrophobic patterns. 
               
      Figure 4.5: The schematic design of the hydrophobic patents on copper tubes. 
 
 Figure 4.6:The condensation phenomena on hydrophobic patterns on copper tube (a) 
copper tube which has hydrophobic patterns where the length of tube is 92 mm (b) new 
droplets nucleate from hydrophobic circles while the hydrophilic regions surround the 
circles from all directions. (c) The droplets migrate from hydrophobic circles to 
hydrophilic regions and most of hydrophobic circles covered by the condensing water 
from hydrophilic regions.   
t = 0.768 sec 
(92 mm)









The influence of the pattern’s size on dropwise condensation heat transfer 
performance for the first series (hydrophobic patterns) is shown in Figure 4.7. Four 
hybrid patterned surfaces (β 0.75- γ 0.5, β 1.0- γ 0.5, β 1.25- γ 0.5, and β 1.5- γ 0.5 with a 
constant distance (gap) of (0.5 mm) were studied. The heat transfer results were 
compared with a complete dropwise (β-region) surface, complete sandblasted (γ-region) 
surface, and Nusselt model of filmwise condensation, shown in Figure 4.7. Initially the 
heat transfer rate increases with the decrease of the patterns’ size. However, with further 
decreasing patterns size, the trend becomes the opposite. The heat transfer rates for those 
hybrid surfaces are lower than a complete dropwise surface. Based on the visualization 
study, it was found that the liquid film which is flowing from the hydrophilic surrounding 
regions (γ) covers most of the hydrophobic patterns and provides thermal resistance. The 
hydrophobic patterns become at this point inactive for dropwise condensation and not 
generate new droplets. Therefore, enlarging hydrophobic patterns leads to a larger 
covered area which is demonstrating a reduction in the heat transfer performance due to 
the increase in the thermal resistance. The optimum pattern size which shows the 
maximum heat transfer rate is for circles diameter of 1 mm and a gap of 0.5 mm as 
shown in Figure 4.8 for various temperature differences. The lower performance of heat 
transfer rate for big patterns size was due to the increased thermal resistances resulting 































Figure 4.7: Heat flux of hydrophobic circles-hybrid surface at different diameters size 
versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of pattern’s diameter on the heat transfer rate under different sub-




4.3 Condensation heat transfer on hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic patterns) 
Condensation experiments on hybrid surfaces series 2 consist of hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophilic patterns) being investigated and compared with a complete dropwise (β-
region) surface, a complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface, and Nusselt Model of 
filmwise condensation. The details of the patterns’ diameter and gap distance of the 
hydrophilic circles are presented in Table 4.2. The schematic design and an actual image 
of a sample of this hybrid surface which has 0.5 mm gap and the size of pattern of 1.5mm 
is shown in Figure 4.9. All condensation experiments were conducted under same 
conditions. The results show that hybrid surfaces perform differently upon condensation 
compared to complete dropwise surface. The heat transfer rate was influenced by the size 
of the patterns and the gaps distance. Therefore, in this parametric study, the effects of 
the patterns size and the gap distance on the heat transfer rate were discussed. 
4.3.1 Effect of the pattern’s size  
Figure 4.10 shows the heat transfer rate for complete dropwise (β-region) surface, 
a complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface, hybrid surfaces and Nusselt model of filmwise 
condensation. The study was conducted using four hybrid surfaces of different sizes (γ 
1.0- β 0.5, γ 1.25- β 0.5, γ 1.5- β 0.5, and γ 2.0- β 0.5) with a constant pattern gap of (0.5 
mm) to study the influence of pattern’s size on condensation heat transfer rate. The 
results show that the heat transfer rates for all hybrid surfaces increase with increasing the 








Table 4.2: Feature sizes of hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic patterns). 




Name (γ-β) Area Ratio % 
 
1 1 0.5 (γ 1.0- β 0.5) 35 
2 1 0.75 (γ 1.0- β 0.75) 25.6 
3 1 1 (γ 1.0- β 1.0) 19.6 
4   1 1.5 (γ 1.0- β 1.5) 12.5 
5 1.25 0.5 (γ 1.25- β 0.5) 40 
6 1.25 0.75 (γ 1.25- β 0.75) 30.6 
7 1.25 1 (γ 1.25- β 1.0) 24.2 
8 1.25 1.5 (γ 1.25- β 1.5) 16.2 
9 1.5 0.5 (γ 1.5- β 0.5) 44 
10 1.5 0.75 (γ 1.5- β 0.75) 35 
11 1.5 1 (γ 1.5- β 1.0) 28 
12 1.5 1.5 (γ 1.5- β 1.5) 19.6 
13 2 0.5 (γ 2.0- β 0.5) 50 







Figure 4.9: (a) The schematic design of hybrid surface with hydrophilic patterns (b) The 
hybrid surface that has hydrophilic patterns where their size is 1.5mm and the gap is 0.5 
mm (c) The initial nucleation of droplets and migrating to the patterns (d) the pattern is 
filled by droplets and start to merge to neighbor pattern. 
The maximum heat flux was about 12% higher than that of the complete dropwise 
(β-region) surface in case γ 1.5- β 0.5, while its performance is 20% lower than the 
complete dropwise (β-region) surface in case γ 1.0- β 0.5. The effect of hydrophilic 
circles on the heat flux at constant gap distance at different sub cooling temperature was 
discussed. The droplets migrate from the hydrophobic surrounding regions (β-region) at 
high momentum to the hydrophilic pattern (γ-region) until they filled the pattern.  When 
the gap distance was relatively small (i.e. 0.5 mm), the condensed droplet on the pattern 
have the tendency to merge with another droplet located on the neighboring pattern. The 
connected/bridging droplets grow until it becomes large enough to roll off the surface as 
shown in Figure 4.11 when the pattern diameter is 1mm. A series of images of 
(92 mm)





t = 1 sec






condensation on hybrid surfaces when the circle’s diameter is 1.0 mm show that the 
merging occurs between four neighboring circles. However, the number of connections in 
case γ 1.5- β 0.5 was fewer than that in case γ 1.0- β 0.5, as shown in Figure 4.12, when 
the circle’s diameter was 1.5 mm. A series of images of condensation on hybrid surface 
when the circle’s diameter is 1.5mm show the merging occurs between two neighboring 
circles. This increases the thermal resistance since more hydrophobic area percentage will 
be covered.              
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 Figure 4.10: Effect of circle size on heat transfer rate (gap =0.5 mm) versus with 
temperature difference (ΔT). 
As a result the hydrophobic regions (β-region) between the patterns became 
inactive during the condensation and generated no more nucleated droplets. Increasing 
the number of bridging between the patterns reduced the falling droplet velocity, droplet 
departure frequency and heat transfer rate. In addition, the droplets migrate from the 
patterns in case of γ 1.5- β 0.5 faster than that for case γ 1.0- β 0.5 during condensation 
due to less number of bridging between the patterns. Consequently, the number of 




because of the bigger pattern circumference.  Figure 4.13 shows the effect of pattern size 
on heat transfer rate at different temperature differences where the gap was constant. The 
maximum patterns size was identified (1.5mm) which enhances the heat transfer rate. 
However, the heat transfer rate was reduced when the size of the pattern is increased to 2 
mm at same gap distance. The circle’s diameter become equal to droplet size for 
complete dropwise (β-region) surface 2.2± 0.25, and the hybrid surface becomes 
inactive.  
 
Figure 4.11 The condensation phenomenon on hybrid surface which has hydrophilic 
patterns, when the diameter of the pattern is 1mm, and the gap is 0.5mm, under different 
sub-cooling temperatures. The initial patterns connect with another pattern then extend to 
merge with another two patterns. The four connecting patterns and grow until they roll 
off from the surface. 
 
Figure 4.12: The condensation phenomenon on hybrid surface for cross section from 
copper tube which has hydrophilic patterns, when the diameter of the circles is 1.5mm, 
and the gap is 0.5mm. The initial pattern was filled by droplets and connected with 
another pattern. The droplets roll from the patterns and surface. 







































 Figure 4.13: The effect of circle diameter on heat transfer rate (gap distance is 0.5 mm).     
4.3.2 Effect of the gap 
The influence of hydrophobic gap distance between patterns on condensation heat 
transfer rate was investigated. In this section, the heat transfer performance for different 
patterns gap distances and sizes were compared with that of a complete sandblasted (γ-
region) surface, a complete dropwise (β-region) surface, and Nusselt’s model of filmwise 
under the same experimental conditions. The heat transfer rate was increased 
significantly with the increase in the gap distance between patterns when the patterns’ 
size (γ-region) is 1-mm as shown in Figure 4.14. The heat transfer rate for case γ 1.0- β 
1.5was 30% higher than for case γ 1.0- β 0.5, as shown in Figure 4.14. Increasing the 
gaps leads to reduction in the bridging between the patterns and minimize the thermal 
resistance. The visualization study of droplet dynamics on hybrid surfaces having circles 
diameter of 1-mm and gap distance of 1.5mm is shown in Figure 4.15. The number of 
bridging between the patterns was reduced significantly compared to number of bridging 




the patterns increase which reduces the thermal resistance and enhance condensation heat 
transfer rate. The number of new nucleated droplets increased as the merging between the 
patterns decreased with increase the gap between the circles. Therefore, the droplet 
departure frequency increases and the droplets roll off from the patterns with high rates. 
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Figure 4.14: Effect of the gap on hybrid surface performance versus with temperature 
difference (ΔT) when the circle’s diameter is 1mm. 
 
Figure 4.15: The influence of the gap on condensation performance for hybrid surface 
when the pattern’s diameter is 1mm and the gap is 1.5mm. (a) copper tube which has 
1mm hydrophilic patterns. The initial patterns are filled by migrating droplets and the 
droplets roll off from the patterns completely. 





 Figure 4.16 demonstrates the effect of the gap distance on the heat transfer rate 
for hybrid surfaces when the size of the pattern was 1.25mm. The figure also shows the 
heat transfer performance of a sample complete dropwise (β-region) surface, complete 
sandblasting (γ-region) surface, and Nusselt’s model of filmwise condensation for 
comparison. The heat transfer rates for hybrid surfaces increased with increase the gap 
distance between patterns. The heat transfer rate was 51% higher than that of the 
complete dropwise (β-region) surface when the hydrophobic gap was 1.5 mm. The 
promotion of heat transfer rate resulted from increasing the number of droplets that 
nucleated and migrated to the patterns due to the decrease the number of bridging 
between the patterns. Moreover, the droplet departure frequency increased with increase 
the gap between patterns because the merging between patterns decreased and droplets 
fall quickly from the tube instead of sinking to the briging. The heat transfer rate 
increased as the number of bridging between the patterns reduced and the the new 
nucleated droplets increased.  
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 Figure 4.16: Effect of the gap on hybrid surface performance versus with temperature 




The visualization study of condensation and droplet dynamics on hybrid surfaces 
which have 1.25 mm pattern’s size and 1.5mm gap is shown in Figure 4.17. The 
hydrophobic areas between the patterns increases and droplets migrate without delay 
from the bridging phenomena. The thermal resistance reduced dramatically and the 
condensation heat transfer rate enhaned. Therefore, the condensate droplets roll off from 
the patterns faster than the droplet dynamic at 0.5mm gap distance.  
 
Figure 4.17: The influence of the gap on condensation performance for hybrid surface 
when the pattern’s diameter is 1.25mm with the gap distance 1.5mm. (b) Copper tube 
which has 1.25 mm hydrophilic patterns. The initial patterns filled by migrating droplets 
until the droplets roll off from the patterns. 
   Figure 4.18 shows the heat transfer rate for hybrid surfaces with the same 
patterned size (1.5 mm) while the gap between the patterns changed. The figure also 
shows the heat transfer performance of a sample with complete dropwise (β-region) 
surface, complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface, and Nusselt’s model of filmwise 
condensation for comparison. The hybrid patterned surfaces have different gap values 
(0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2 mm, respectively) as listed in Table 4.2. The heat transfer rates 
for hybrid surfaces increased with increase the gap between patterns, but the performance 
decreased with further gap increases, as Figure 4.18 shows. The heat transfer rate was 
79% higher than that of a complete dropwise (β-region) surface when the gap between 





the patterns was 1.5 mm. The increase in the heat transfer rate resulted from the increase 
in droplet departure frequency because the bridging phenomena between the patterns at 
this gap length completely vanished.  Figure 4.19 shows series of images of droplets 
dynamics on hybrid surface when the diameter of the circles is 1.5mm, and the gap 
distance is 1.5mm. The droplets move freely with high velocity across the surface and 
migrate to each pattern without motion resistance from the bridging. The droplets rolled 
off from the patterns in a faster and shorter time when the gap was 1.5mm than the 
droplet migrations when it was 0.5mm. The thermal resistance decreased because of the 
invisible bridging phenomena between the patterns during the droplet dynamic when the 
gap was 1.5mm. However, the heat transfer rate decreased as the gap length further 
increased between the patterns. The heat transfer rate decreased when the gap is 2-mm 
because the gap becomes equal to the size of droplets 2.25 ± 0.25-mm on the complete 
dropwise (β-region) surface. Therefore, the enhancement became trivial at this gap scale 
and the hybrid surface becomes inoperative for this patterns design.  
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 Figure 4.19: The influence of the gap on condensation performance for hybrid surface 
when the pattern’s diameter 1.5 mm with the gap distance 1.5mm. Copper tube which has 
1.5 mm hydrophilic patterns. The droplets migrate to the initial patterns they fill the 
patterns and then the droplets falls from the surface. 
 
 Figure 4.20 shows the optimum gap of hydrophobic distance that provide the 
maximum heat transfer rate. However, when the gap distance is 2 (i.e. a gap distance of 2 
mm) the heat transfer was reduced because the circlular patterns become inactive when 
the gap distance was almost equal to the diameter of the droplets on the complete 
dropwise (β-region) surface. 
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Figure 4.20: The optimum gap which affects heat transfer under different sub-cooling 
temperatures. 





4.4 Droplet dynamic analysis of condensation phenomena on hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophobic patterns) 
The droplet dynamics and departure frequency during condensation can be 
improved using two wettability regions as hybrid surfaces. Experiments have been 
performed on hybrid surfaces that have hydrophobic patterns while the remaining tube 
areas are hydrophilic regions. The designs of the hybrid surfaces (hydrophobic patterns) 
are listed in Table 4.1. The droplet dynamic mechanism on the hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophobic patterns) is shown in Figure 4.21. The series of images explain the 
droplet’s transition from hydrophobic patterns to the hydrophilic regions. The droplets 
nucleate, grow, coalescence inside each hydrophobic pattern and migrate to hydrophilic 
regions due to the gradient wettability regions. However, most of the patterned regions 
are covered by water film that formed on the hydrophilic regions. The droplet departure 
frequency of droplets and departure diameter for the hybrid surfaces (hydrophobic 
patterns) is shown in Figure 4.22 compared to complete dropwise (β-region) and 
sandblasted (γ-region) surfaces. The gap between the patterns remains constant (0.5mm) 
while the sizes of the patterns changes. The droplet departure frequency for hybrid 
surfaces (hydrophobic patterns) slightly increases with decreasing the size of the patterns. 
But with further decrease of the pattern size, the departure frequency will decrease. The 
droplets departure frequencies for those hybrid surfaces (hydrophobic patterns) are lower 
than complete dropwise (β-region) surface. The hydrophobic patterns that covered by 
water prevent new droplets from rolling off from the surface and force the droplets to 




The increase of the patterned circle's diameter increases the resistance of the droplets to 
roll off from the surface and decreases the droplet departure frequency.  
In addition, the droplet departure diameters for hybrid surfaces that shown in 
Figure 4.23 are compared to the complete dropwise (β-region) and complete sandblasted 
(γ-region) surfaces. The droplet departure diameters for hybrid surfaces are the same with 
complete sandblasted surface. The big departure diameters of hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophobic patterns) lead to the increase of thermal resistance which decreases the 
droplet departure frequency and condensation heat transfer compared to the complete 
dropwise (β-region) which has a smaller departure diameter. 
       
Figure 4.21: The droplet dynamic mechanism on the hybrid surface, which has 
hydrophobic patterned circles with remaining hydrophilic (γ-regions). (a) Copper tube 
which has hydrophobic patterns. (b) Initial hydrophobic pattern. (c) Droplets nucleate, 
coalescence, and grow inside the pattern. (d) Some droplets migrate to hydrophilic 
regions (e) Some patterns start to be covered. (f) Patterns covered completely. (g) 
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Figure 4.22: Droplet departure frequency for hydrophobic patterns-hybrid surface at 
different size with fixed gap 0.5 mm versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
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Figure 4.23: Droplet departure diameter for hydrophobic patterns-hybrid surface at 





4.5 Droplet dynamics analysis of condensation phenomena on hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophilic patterns) 
Experiments have been implemented on modified hybrid surfaces that have 
hydrophilic circular patterns. The phenomenon of condensation on hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophilic patterns) show that the hydrophobic regions border the hydrophilic patterns 
from all directions. The design and parameters of the hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic 
patterns) was listed in Table 4.2. The mechanism of the droplets transition from the 
hydrophobic regions to the hydrophilic patterns is shown in Figure 4.24. The series of 
images shown in Figure 4.24 explain the droplet’s transition from hydrophobic regions to 
the patterns. The droplets nucleate, grow, coalescence and migrate to the patterns in high 
momentum during the condensation because of the surface energy differences between 
the hydrophilic patterns and the hydrophobic regions. Then, the droplets filled the 
hydrophilic patterns and rolled off due to the gravitational force. The hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophilic patterns) show different droplet dynamic and departure frequency depending 
on the size of the hydrophilic patterns and the gap distance between the patterns. The 
droplet dynamic behavior and departure frequency of droplets rely mainly on the size of 
the pattern’s boundary and the gap between the adjacent patterns. The pattern’s size and 
the length of the gap between the patterns were changed until the optimum pattern size 
and the optimum gap that yielded the maximum departure frequency were obtained.    
4.5.1 Influence of patterns size 
The droplet departure frequency for the hybrid surfaces is shown in Figure 4.25 
compared to complete dropwise (β-region) and sandblasted (γ-region) surfaces. The gap 




changed gradually. The droplet departure frequency for hybrid surfaces slightly enhances 
with an increase in the size of the patterns, but it decreases with further size increase. The 
optimum size of the pattern’s area that obtains the peak departure frequency was found in 
this study. The maximum departure frequency is about 10 % higher than the complete 
dropwise (β-region) surface for case (γ 1.5-β 0.5) while it is 25% lower than the complete 
dropwise (β-region) surface for case (γ 1.0-β 0.5). 
 
Figure 4.24: The mechanism of droplet transition for the hydrophobic regions to the 
hydrophilic regions. (a) Copper tube that has hydrophilic circular patterns (b) Droplet on 
hydrophobic region. (c) Droplet coalescences with adjacent droplets. (d) Growing. (e) 
Droplet moves toward hydrophilic pattern. (f) Droplet transition. (g) Droplet migration. 
Figure 4.26 shows the condensation phenomena and droplets dynamics on the 
hybrid surface when the pattern’s diameter is (1mm), and the gap between the patterns is 
(0.5mm). The condensate droplets move to the boundary of the patterns from all 
directions until they fill the patterns completely. The droplets migrating into the patterns 
adhere on each pattern and lead the pattern to merge with another neighboring pattern. 
Most of the two merging patterns merge with two adjacent merging patterns as a bridge 
t = 0.002 sec t = 0.005 sec t = 0.006 sec t = 0.015 sec t = 0 sec 
γ- hydrophilic patterns
Droplet 
t = 0.003 sec 







as shown in Figure 4.26. The hydrophobic gaps between the patterns are covered during 
the merging of the patterns. Then, the gaps become inactive during condensation because 
of the continuous merging between the patterns.  
 The surface area that is covered by the merging of the patterns during the 
bridging is 8.353 mm2 including the hydrophobic regions. Therefore, the total active 
hydrophobic regions become smaller with an increase in the number of bridging, and the 
number of renewal condensed droplets is diminished.  The number of migrating droplets 
to the patterns are sinking in the bridging areas instead of flowing down from the tube 
and allowing for more new droplets to nucleate. In addition, the bridging phenomena 
increases resistance that prevents droplets from rolling off of the surface because of the 
existence of large bridign areas which postphone movement of droplets. Therefore, the 
droplet departure frequency decreases due to increase the merging between the patterns 
and the increase in the resistance of falling droplets from the surface which reduces the 
number of new nucleated droplets on the surface.  
Figure 4.27 shows series of images of the condensation phenomena and droplets 
dynamic on the hybrid surface when the pattern’s diameter is (1.5mm), and the gap 
between the patterns is also (0.5mm). The number of bridging between the patterns for 
case (γ 1.5-β 0.5) is less compared to case (γ 1.0-β 0.5), as shown in Figure 4.27. The 
bridging take place only between two adjacent patterns for this case. The active 
hydrophobic regions become higher and significant. The number of renewal droplets and 
the droplet dynamics increase due to decrease the merging between the patterns. The 
surface area that covered the patterns during the bridging is 5.44 mm2 including the 




Moreover, the water departs from the patterns in less time compared to other 
cases because of the lacking number of bridging as shown in Figure 4.27. In addition, the 
circle’s boundary in case (γ 1.5-β 0.5) is bigger than the other cases, and then the number 
of droplets that nucleate and merge to these circles is higher. Therefore, the droplet 
departure frequency increases because of the reduction of the droplets’ falling resistance 
due to decrease the number of bridging and increase the number of fresh droplets to the 
pattern’s boundary.  However, the departure frequency decreases with further increase of 
a pattern’s boundary size as in case (γ 2.0-β 0.5). The droplets departure frequency is 
lower than complete dropwise surface when the pattern’s diameter is 2mm because the 
coverage area by bridging is bigger compared to case (γ 1.5-β 0.5). Also, the pattern’s 
diameter is almost the same as the droplet’s diameter for complete dropwise surface (2-
2.25) mm when the hybrid surface does not work efficiently at this size scale.  
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Figure 4.25: Droplet departure frequency for different pattern’s diameter with fixed gap 





Figure 4.26: The influence of patterns size on droplet dynamic and departure frequency 
for the hybrid surface where the diameter of the hydrophilic patterns is 1mm and 1.5mm 
while the gap scale is 0.5mm. Copper tube has 1mm diameter of hydrophilic patterns. 
The series of images show the fresh patterns and how droplets nucleate and migrate to the 
patterns. The two patterns merge and connect with each other and then the two patterns 
merge to another pattern to cover four patterns as a bridging. The bridging area grows 
and the droplets continue sinking to the bridging. The water droplets roll off from the 
patterns and tube. 
 
Figure 4.27: The influence of patterns size on droplet dynamic and departure frequency 
for the hybrid surface where the diameter of the hydrophilic patterns is 1mm and 1.5mm 
while the gap scale is 0.5mm. Copper tube has 1.5 mm diameter of hydrophilic patterns. 
The series of images shows the fresh pattern and how droplets nucleate and migrate to the 
patterns. The droplets continue migrating and then the droplets move toward the pattern. 
The pattern filled by droplets and merges and connect with another pattern. The bridging 




The renewal area frequency of the patterns on hybrid surfaces is different. Figure 
4.28 shows the renewal area frequency for hybrid surfaces has various sizes and same 
gap between them. The RAF for case (γ 1.5-β 0.5) is higher than other cases since the 
patterns are filled quickly by droplets due to a lower number of bridging. The renewal 
area frequency for other surfaces is the low because of the high number of bridging that 
delay the water departure from the patterns. The droplet departure diameter is shown in 
Figure 4.29 for the hybrid surfaces compared to the complete dropwise (β-region) and 
complete sandblasted (γ-region) surfaces. The droplet departure diameter for hybrid 
surfaces is the same departure diameter with complete dropwise (β-region) surface. The 
optimum size of the pattern that affects the droplets departure frequency and droplet 
dynamic existed in this study.  
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 Figure 4.28: Renewal area frequency for various patterns’ diameter and same gap 
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Figure 4.29: Droplet departure diameter for different pattern’s diameter and gap distance 
is 0.5mm.        
4.5.2 Influence of patterns’ gap 
               The effect of the gap between the patterns on droplet departure frequency and 
droplet dynamic during condensation on hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic patterns) is 
discussed. Figure 4.30 shows the effect of the pattern’s size on droplet departure 
frequency for hybrid surfaces when the diameter of the circle patterns is constant (1mm) 
and various gap distances. The tested surfaces design and parameters were listed in Table 
4.2. The renewal area frequency for the patterns and the droplets departure diameter from 
tube are studied. The droplet departure frequency increases with the increase in the gap 
between the patterns due to the reduction in the number of merging between the patterns. 
As mentioned in Figure 4.26, the hydrophilic patterns merge with each other as a bridge 
during the droplets migrations when the gap is 0.5mm between the patterns. The bridging 
phenomena will extend to cover more than two patterns. Then the gap between the 




droplet falling from the surface. The velocity of droplets’ departure from each pattern 
decreases due to the bridging between the patterns which resist droplet’s movements. 
However, the number of bridging between the patterns was diminished and the droplet 
dynamics improved when the gap increased. Figure 4.31 shows the droplet dynamic and 
droplet departure from the same patterns when the gap is 1.5mm between each of the two 
patterns. The number of merging between the patterns reduced dramatically at this gap 
scale. The gap between the patterns becomes more efficient and creative for more new 
droplets moving toward patterns. The total active hydrophobic regions become bigger 
with the increase of gap and the amount of renewal droplets increased. In addition, the 
resistance of droplets falling from the patterns and surface decreases because of the 
decrease of the number of bridging between the patterns. The droplet departure frequency 
increases with the number of new nucleated droplets increases and the resistance of 
droplets falling decreases.  
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  Figure 4.30: Effect of the gap distance on droplet departure frequency at the same 





   Figure 4.31: The influence of gap between patterns on droplet departure frequency and 
droplet dynamic for hybrid surfaces. The copper tube has circular patterns where the 
diameter of the patterns is 1mm, and the gap is 1.5mm. The series of images show 
condensation and droplets migration from the patterns. Most of the patterns do not 
connect with each other, and then the thermal resistance is reduced.    
              The renewal area frequency, which demonstrates the number of droplets roll off 
from the patterns per second, was shown in Figure 4.32 with different gap distances and 
constant pattern’s sizes. The renewal area frequency increases with increase of the gap 
between the patterns, because of the diminishing the bridging phenomena between the 
patterns and reducing the resistance of droplets movement from the patterns. Then, the 
hydrophobic areas between the patterns become active and more new droplets start 
nucleating and migrating to the patterns. However, the droplet departure diameter which 
is shown in Figure 4.33 for hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic patterns) at different gap scale is 
almost the same as complete dropwise (β-region) surface. 
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 Figure 4.32: Renewal area frequencies for hybrid surfaces at different gaps with fixed 
pattern diameter 1 mm versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
Figure 4.34 explains the effect of the gap distance on droplet departure frequency 
for hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic patterns), which have the patterns size (1.25mm). The 
features design of patterns was listed in Table 4.2. The renewal area frequencies for the 
patterns and droplets departure diameter are introduced. The droplet departure frequency 
increases gradually with increase of the gap between the patterns. 
The condensate droplets between the patterns migrate to patterns with high 
momentum from all directions because of the surface tension force differences. When the 
gap length is 0.5mm the patterns merge with other patterns during droplet’s migrations. 
The connection of two merging patterns extends as a bridge to cover another two merging 
patterns. The bridging area grows until they reach a certain size and then roll off from the 
surface. The hydrophobic gaps between the patterns are covered during the merging of 




droplet departure frequency decreases at this gap and size scales because of the decrease 
of the total hydrophobic areas due to the bridging phenomena. 
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Figure 4.33: Droplet departure diameter for hybrid surfaces at various gaps with fixed 
pattern diameter 1 mm versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
            The visualization study on condensation and droplet dynamic on hybrid surface 
which has the patterns size (1.25mm) with 1.5mm gap distance. The number of merging 
and bridging phenomena between the patterns are highly reduced at the gap scale 
(1.5mm) as shown in Figure 4.35. The hydrophobic areas increase with increase of the 
gap between the patterns and the number of new nucleated droplets increases as well. The 
time scale for droplets departure from the patterns decreases due to the decrease in the 
number of bridging between the patterns. The droplet departure frequency for this gap 
scale (1.5mm) is bigger compared to gap scale (0.5mm) since the gap is not covered as a 
bridge during droplets migrating. The renewal area frequency for the patterns on the 
surfaces is higher when the gap length is 1.5 mm compared to other gap scales as shown 




frequency and thereby increases droplet departure frequency. However, the droplets 
departure diameter for those hybrid surfaces does not change for the entire hybrid 
surfaces as shown in Figure 4.37. The droplet departure diameter for hybrid surfaces is 
same as complete dropwise surface.  
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Figure 4.34: Droplet departure frequency for hybrid surfaces at different gaps with fixed 
pattern diameter 1.25mm versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
Figure 4.38 shows the departure frequency for the hybrid surfaces when the 
pattern’s size is 1.5mm and the gap distances are changed. The figure shows the droplets 
departure frequency for completed sandblasted (γ-region) and completed dropwise (β-
region) surfaces for comparison. The features and designs of the patterns were listed in 
Table 4.2. The droplet departure frequency is improved with increasing the gap between 
the patterns. The visualization study of droplet dynamic is shown in Figure 4.39 when the 





Figure 4.35: The influence of gap between circles on dropwise condensation heat transfer 
for the hybrid surface. The copper tube has patterns with diameter of the circle1.25mm, 
and the gap 1.5mm. The pattern does not connect with each other, and then the thermal 
resistance is reduced. The series of images show Fresh pattern and how the droplets 
migrate to the patterns. The patterns are filled by droplets and the pattern is filled by 
droplets. Then, the water droplets start to slide from the pattern and the droplets roll off 
from the patterns and tube. 
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Figure 4.36: Renewal area frequency at different gap with fixed pattern diameter 1.25mm 
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Figure 4.37 Droplet departure diameter for hybrid surfaces at various gaps with fixed 
pattern diameter 1.25mm versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
             As noticed in  Figure 4.27, the droplets move from the gaps to patterns with high 
velocity because of the wettability gradient on the surface when the gap length is 0.5mm. 
Some of the patterns merge with another pattern as a bridge until they roll off from the 
surface. The hydrophobic areas between the pattern is covered during the merging for a 
long time at the gap 0.5mm.  Therefore, the droplet departure frequency is the low at the 
gap scale 0.5 mm because of the reducing the hydrophobic areas and decreasing the 
number of fresh droplets induced by hydrophobic regions. However, the number of 
merging and the bridging phenomena between the patterns vanishes completely when the 
gap length is 1.5 mm, and the droplets can move freely through the patterns as shown in 
Figure 4.39. The amount of area which covers the hydrophobic regions during merging 
for (γ 1.5-β 0.5) surface is 5.12 mm2 while it is 3.43 mm2 for (γ 1.5-β 1.5) surface 
including the hydrophilic region’s area. The departure frequency for case (γ 1.5-β 1.5) is 




does not exist at the gap scale1.5mm. Moreover, the number of new nucleated droplets 
increase with this gap distance and droplets can move free and fast across the patterns 
and surface. The droplet departure frequency and the heat transfer performance for this 
hybrid surface enhanced because of reducing the thermal resistance which are resulted 
from the bridging phenomena. The droplet departure frequency for case (γ 1.5-β 1.5) is 
1.37 times the departure frequency for the complete dropwise (β-region) surface. 
However, the departure frequency decreases with further increase in the gap scale as 
shown in Figure 4.38. The departure frequency reduces when the gap scale is 2mm as in 
case (γ 1.5-β 2.0) since the gap scale is the same of droplet’s diameter for complete 
dropwise surface. Then, the hybrid surface minimizes droplets dynamics to the patterns 
and its enhancement becomes inactive. The optimum gap than enhance departure 
frequency and droplet dynamic are existing in this study.     
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Figure 4.38: Droplet departure frequency at different gaps with fixed pattern diameter 1. 






Figure 4.39: The influence of gap between circles on dropwise condensation heat transfer 
for the hybrid surface. The copper tube has patterns where the diameter of the circle is 
1.5mm, and the gap is 0.5mm. The diameter of the circle is 1.5mm, and the gap is 
1.5mm. The circle does not connect with each other, and then the thermal resistance is 
reduced. The series of images shows the droplets movement toward the circles at high 
momentum. 
           Figure 4.40 shows the renewal area frequency for the hybrid surface at different 
gap scales when the pattern’s diameter is (1.5mm). The renewal frequency increases with 
increasing the gap between the patterns due to dyeing out the bridging between the 
patterns and reduction of the resistances for migration of droplets from the patterns and 
surface. However, the droplets departure diameter for those hybrid surfaces is not 
changing and still has the same diameter with the complete dropwise (β-region) surface 
as shown in Figure 4.41. The optimum gap scale that gives the peak departure frequency 
is found in the study.    
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Figure 4.40: Renewal area frequency at different gaps with fixed pattern diameter 1.5mm 
versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
4.6 Condensation heat transfer and droplets dynamics on different patterned 
geometry of hybrid surfaces 
4.6.1 Condensation on different geometry of hybrid surfaces. 
The corresponding importance of the pattern geometry and gap between the 
patterns during condensation on hybrid surfaces are studied. Experiments regarding 
condensation on various surfaces which are complete dropwise (β-region) surface, 
complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface, and hybrid surfaces were performed. The hybrid 
surfaces have various patterns geometry and different identical gap between each 
adjacent pattern. The experimental conditions were the same for all tested surfaces. The 
performance of condensation for all hybrid surfaces is different from that for the 
complete sandblasted (γ-region) and complete dropwise (β-region) surfaces. The heat 
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Figure 4.41: Droplet departure diameter at various gaps with fixed pattern diameter 
1.5mm versus with temperature difference (ΔT). 
During condensation on hybrid surfaces, the geometry of the pattern has a 
significant impact on the droplets geometry, droplets dynamic, condensation phenomena 
and the performance of heat transfer rates. Also, the gap between adjacent patterns plays 
an important factor to enhance condensation on hybrid surfaces.  Therefore, the 
parametric study is needed to discuss the effect of the geometry of the patterns and the 
gaps among them on the condensation heat transfer rate and droplet departure frequency. 
Three patterns have been developed on different copper tubes which are a circle, ellipse, 
and diamond. First, the effect of the geometry has been studied while the pattern’s size 
and the gap between the patterns remained the same. Second, the influence of the gap 
between the patterns is discussed while the size of the patterns is maintained constant for 
each pattern geometry. During, condensation on each hybrid surface, the droplets 
nucleate, grow, coalescence on hydrophobic regions and then migrate to the hydrophilic 




condensation on various hybrid surfaces. The geometry of the droplets during the 
experiment is influenced by the shape of the patterns. The droplet’s geometry on circular 
and diamond hybrid surfaces are almost the same while the droplets have a different 
shape on elliptic hybrid surface. All the hybrid surface has the same heat transfer trend 
where the heat transfer rate of the various hybrid surfaces is compared to the complete 
dropwise (β-region) surface and complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface. 
 
                              
Figure 4.42: The condensation phenomena and droplet transition on hybrid surfaces (a) 
Circular hybrid surface (b) Elliptic hybrid surface (c) Diamond hybrid surface. 
4.6.2 Effect of patterns geometry    
Figure 4.43 shows the schematic designs of the patterns which designed on 
horizontal copper tubes. The patterns have the same size, and the gap distance, but the 
geometry of the patterns is changed. The hybrid surfaces parameters and design are listed 
in Table 4.3 where the size for each patterns are equal to circle pattern size which has 




















                 
Figure 4.43: The design of the patterns on copper tubes (a) Circular hybrid surface (b) 
Elliptic hybrid surface (c) Diamond hybrid surface. 







  Figure 4.44 shows the heat transfer rates for complete dropwise (β-region) 
surface, complete sandblasted (γ-region) surface, hybrid surfaces have different geometry 
and Nusselt model. In this figure, the influence of pattern geometry on the dropwise 
condensation heat transfer is discussed. The heat transfer rate for the diamond hybrid 
surface is higher than complete dropwise (β-region) surface, complete sandblasted (γ-
region) surface and both elliptic, circular hybrid surfaces. The heat transfer rate for the 
diamond hybrid surface is 10% greater than complete dropwise (β-region) surface while 
the heat transfer is 20% and 15% lower than complete dropwise (β-region) surface for 
Name Gap 
distance(mm) 
Area ratio % 
Circular 0.5 35 
Elliptic 0.5 36 




both circular and elliptic hybrid surfaces respectively. The schematic diagram for the 
phenomena of condensation on hybrid surfaces is shown in Figure 4.45 where the 
patterns are surrounded by hydrophobic regions from all directions. From visualization 
study, the patterns merge with another adjacent pattern during the condensation as a 
bridge on the three hybrid surfaces. Figure 4.46 shows multiple images of condensation 
on the three hybrid surfaces. Due to the bridging between the patterns, the hydrophobic 
areas between the patterns are covered by droplets. The bridging extends to occupy more 
than two adjacent patterns for ellipse and circle patterns on tubes. The bridging prevents 
new droplets from rolling off from the patterns and the new droplets sunk into the 
bridging areas between the patterns instead. 
The covered hydrophobic areas become inactive and provide a thermal resistance 
for condensation. However, the number of bridging between the patterns for the diamond 
hybrid surface is less than both circular and elliptic hybrid surfaces. Figure 4.47 shows 
images that explain the number of merging between the patterns on three hybrid surfaces. 
As shown in Figure 4.47, the diamond hybrid surface has the lowest number of bridging. 
The droplet’s size on the elliptic and circular hybrid surfaces is bigger compared to 
droplet’ size on the diamond hybrid surface. The covered hydrophobic area between the 
patterns for the ellipse and circles geometries is larger compared to the diamond hybrid 
surface. In diamond hybrid surface, the area sizes of hydrophilic patterns at the point of 
































Figure 4.44: The heat transfer rate for hybrid surfaces which have different pattern’s 
geometry. 
Then, the tendency of the patterns to be merged becomes slower at the merging 
points compared to circle and ellipse patterns. The small and sharp edges in diamond 
patterns reduce the number of merging and bridging between the patterns at the same gap 
as in circles and ellipse patterns. 
Moreover, the hydrophobic area ratios decrease with increasing the number of 
bridging between the patterns because the bridging freezes the droplet dynamic on the 
covered hydrophobic regions. The area ratio for hydrophilic regions increases which 
increase the thermal resistances and then reduces the heat transfer rate. The time which 
the droplets sweep from patterns in the diamond hybrid surface is less than circular and 
elliptic hybrid surfaces. In addition, the diamond patterns have larger boundary than 
circle patterns although the patterns have same size. Then, the number of droplets that 




around circles pattern’s boundary. Increasing the number of migrating droplets to the 
patterns creates new areas for new droplets to nucleate and migrate to the hydrophobic 
regions. However, the ellipse patterns have bigger perimeter than diamond hybrid 
surface, but the heat transfer rate is lower compared to the diamond hybrid surface. The 
size of the ellipse patterns is bigger than droplet’s diameter for complete dropwise (β-
region) surface. The heat transfer rate declines if the pattern size is bigger than droplet 
diameter on the complete dropwise surface because the thermal resistance becomes 
higher. Moreovere, the area ratio for ellipse and circle patterns on tube is larger than area 
ratio for diamond patterns on hybrid surface as described in the Table 4.3. The higher 
hydrophilic area percentage decrease the heat transfer rate since the thermal resistance 
increases. 
       
Figure 4.45: The schematic diagram of condensation phenomena on different hybrid 
surfaces that have same size and the gap is 0.5mm between each two neighbor patterns 
(a) Circular hybrid surface (b) Elliptic hybrid surface (c) Diamond hybrid surface. 
Figure 4.48 shows the influence of patterns geometry on condensation heat 
transfer when subcooling temperature difference ∆T = 8 ℃ compared with Nusselt 
model, complete dropwise (β-region), sandblasted (γ-region) and hybrid surfaces. In 
addition, the droplets departure frequency for the hybrid surfaces is shown in Figure 4.49 























































The patterns geometry influences the droplet departure frequency. The departure 
frequency for the diamond hybrid surface is larger the both circular and elliptic hybrid 
surfaces because of the lower number of bridging among the patterns. The bridging 
between the pattern delay the droplet movement on the surface and resist the falling 
droplets from the surface. Some droplets sink in the bridging among the patterns. 
Therefore, increasing the number of the bridging enhances the number of sinking droplet 
and then reduces the droplet departure frequency.  
The renewal area frequency of the patterns for the hybrid surfaces during 
condensation is shown in Figure 4.50.  The renewal area frequency for diamond patterns 
is higher than both circles and ellipse patterns since the number of bridging is less. The 
time which droplets departs from diamond patterns is less than the time that droplets 
depart from circle and ellipse patterns. The droplet departure frequency and the heat 
transfer rate increase with increasing the renewal frequency of the patterns because the 
number of migrating droplets increases and the thermal resistance decreases.  
4.6.3 Effect of the gap between the patterns 
 Figure 4.51 shows the improved schematic design of the patterns on hydrophobic 
copper tubes. The parameters of patterns and designs are listed in Table 4.4. The gap 
between the adjacent patterns is changed for each geometry while the pattern’s size 
remains constant.  Figure 4.52 and Figure 4.53 shows the influence of the gap between 
the patterns on the heat transfer performance for hybrid surfaces. The pattern size 






Figure 4.46: Condensation phenomenon on various hybrid surface geometries (a) 
Diamond hybrid patterns on copper tube.  The gap between the patterns is 0.5mm and the 
pattern’s size equal to sizes of ellipse and circles patterns. The images show condensation 
and droplets migration on diamond hybrid surface and the patterns merge with another 
pattern during condensation (b) Elliptic hybrid surface where the gap between the 
patterns is 0.5mm and the pattern’s size equal to sizes of diamond and circle hybrid 
patterns. The images from show condensation and droplets migration on diamond hybrid 
surface. The patterns merge with another pattern during condensation and then the 
merging patterns merge with other connecting patterns as a bridge. (c) Circular hybrid 
surface where the gap between the patterns is 0.5mm and the pattern’s size equal to sizes 
of diamond and elliptic hybrid surfaces. The images from show condensation and 
droplets migration on diamond hybrid surface. The two patterns merge with two another 








Figure 4.47: The connection phenomena between adjacent patterns for various hybrid 
surfaces when the patterns have same size while the gap is 0.5mm between the patterns. 
(a) Bridging phenomena between the patterns on circular hybrid surface where the image 
shows the condensation on circular hybrid surface when the pattern’s diameter is 1 mm 
and the gap is 0.5mm. The number of bridging between the patterns is explained (b) 
Bridging phenomena between the patterns on elliptic hybrid surface where the image 
shows the condensation on ellipse hybrid surface when the pattern’s size equals to circles 
pattern’s size and the gap is 0.5mm. The number of bridging between the patterns is 
studied (c) Bridging phenomena between the patterns on diamond hybrid surface when 
the pattern’s size equals to circles pattern’s size and the gap is 0.5mm. The number of 



















































Figure 4.48: The effect of pattern’s geometry on heat transfer rates for hybrid surface 
compared with dropwise, sandblasted and Nusselt model when ∆T = 8 ℃ and the gap 
distance is 0.5 mm. 




































































    Figure 4.50: Renewal area departure frequency for various hybrid surface geometry.        
             The two figures show the heat transfer performance of a sample with a complete 
sandblasted (γ-region) surface, complete dropwise (β-region) surface, hybrid surfaces and 
Nusselt model of filmwise condensation for comparison. The experimental conditions for 
all the tube surfaces were the same. The heat transfer rates for the hybrid surfaces depend 
on the pattern’s geometry and the gap distance between patterns. The gap between the 
patterns has a significant influence on the heat transfer results and droplet departure 
frequency as well. From visualization study, when the gap between two patterns increases 
the bridging between the patterns decreases. Then, the hydrophobic areas between the 
patterns return to be active, and lots of new droplets nucleate and migrate to the patterns.          
The number of bridging decreases when the gap is 0.75mm and 1mm for all hybrid 





Figure 4.51: The design of the patterns on copper tubes when the gap scale is 1mm (a) 
Circular hybrid surface (b) Elliptic hybrid surface (c) Diamond hybrid surface. 
 
Figure 4.54 shows the condensation phenomena and the number of bridging for 
the three hybrid surfaces when the gap between the patterns is 1mm. The number of 
bridging is completely invisible for diamond hybrid surface when the gap is 1mm while 
the bridging still exists for elliptic and circular hybrid surfaces at the same gap scale. 
The enhancement of heat transfer rates with increasing the gap between the 
patterns was due to the decrease the thermal resistance results from fewer bridging 
phenomena. The number of new nucleated droplets increases and the migration of 
droplets to the patterns is enhanced. Moreover, the total hydrophobic area percentage 
increases with increasing the gap between the patterns although the bridging still 























































   Figure 4.52: The heat transfer rate for different geometry hybrid surfaces when the gap 
between two geometries is 0.75 mm. 























































Figure 4.53: The heat transfer rate for different geometry hybrid surfaces when the gap 
between two geometries is 1 mm. 
The effect of gap distances between the patterns on condensation heat transfer is 
explained in Figure 4.55 compared with Nusselt model, complete dropwise (β-region), 
complete sandblasted (γ-region), and hybrid surfaces when ∆T = 8℃. The highest 
performance for all hybrid patterned surfaces obtained at 1mm gap distance while the 
lowest performance obtained at 0.5 mm gap distance. Figure 4.56 and Figure 4.57 show 
the droplet departure frequency for hybrid surfaces at (0.75 mm and 1 mm) gap distance 
respectively. The droplet departure frequency for hybrid surfaces compared to complete 
dropwise (β-region) and complete (γ-region) sandblasted surfaces. The droplet departure 
frequency improves with increase the gap between two patterns because of the reducing 
in the bridging between the patterns. The droplets move freely in high momentum to the 
patterns without resistance from the bridging in case of the diamond hybrid surface when 
the gap is 1mm. However, some droplets were sinking to the bridging in case of the 





Figure 4.54: The bridging phenomena between adjacent patterns for various hybrid 
surfaces when the patterns have same size while the gap distance is 1 mm between the 
patterns. (a) Bridging phenomena between the patterns on circular hybrid surface when 
the pattern’s diameter is 1 mm and the gap is 1 mm. (b) The bridging phenomena 
between the patterns on elliptic hybrid surface when the pattern’s size equals to circles 
pattern’s size and the gap are 1 mm. (c) Invisible bridging phenomena between the 
patterns on diamond hybrid surface when the pattern’s size equals to circles pattern’s size 
and the gap is 1 mm. 
Figure 4.58 and Figure 4.59 show the renewal area frequency for hybrid surfaces 
have different pattern’s geometry and gap distances. The renewal area frequency 
increases with increasing the gap distance between the adjacent patterns. The diamond 
(92 mm)
(a)








patterns on hybrid surface have the highest renewal frequency at different gap distance 
since the number of bridging is less compared to circular and elliptic hybrid surfaces. 
 
Figure 4.55: The effect of gap distances on heat transfer rates for hybrid surface 
compared with dropwise, sandblasted and Nusselt model when ∆T = 8 ℃ (a) Gap 






































































































































































Figure 4.56: Droplet departure frequency for different geometry hybrid surfaces when the 
gap between two geometries is 0.75 mm. 



































Figure 4.57: Droplet departure frequency for different geometry hybrid surfaces when the 


































Figure 4.58: Renewal area frequency for different geometry hybrid surfaces when the gap 
between two geometries is 0.75 mm. 
 





























Figure 4.59: Renewal area frequency for different geometry hybrid surfaces when the gap 









 CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
The interest of condensation enhancement using hybrid surface designs has been 
inspired by its wide application and by numerous research studies. A parametric study of 
condensation was achieved on various types of surfaces, i.e., complete sandblasted, 
complete dropwise and hybrid surfaces. A bare copper tube was completely sandblasted 
using 50 microns silicon carbide to obtain complete sandblasted surface. On the other 
hand, the hydrophobic surface was obtain using self-assembled monolayer (SAM) 
coating. The hybrid surfaces were partially coated with SAM and the other regions were 
sandblasted. The experiments of all surfaces were performed at atmospheric pressure, and 
the steam was at saturated conditions.  
The heat transfer performance for complete sandblasted surface is slightly higher 
than Nusselt model for complete filmwise condensation. The surface characterizations for 
complete sandblasted surface before condensation was different for contact angle of 62 
degree during condensation versus contact angle of 134 degree before condensation 
occurs. However, the heat transfer rate for complete dropwise surface coated with SAM 
was higher than complete sandblasted surface and Nusselt model for complete filmiwise 
condensation. The contact angle was approximately 97 degree during condensation and 




dropwise surface was higher than complete sandblasted surface because the droplets 
migrate faster with smaller sizes. The droplet departure diameter for complete dropwise 
surface is lower than complete sandblasted surface.         
Numerous research has focused on the enhancement of dropwise condensation 
using hybrid surfaces. In this study, it has been studied and discussed different hybrid 
surface designs that all share the same boundary conditions. The heat transfer rates for 
hybrid surface (hydrophobic patterns) increase with the decrease in the size of the 
hydrophobic patterns but it decreases with further patterns size decrease. However, the 
heat transfer rates for hybrid surfaces (hydrophobic patterns) are less the complete 
dropwise for all sizes. Therefore, the hybrid surfaces (hydrophobic patterns) were not 
good for condensation enhancements. The optimum hydrophobic patterns’ size was found 
in this study. 
The condensation heat transfer rates on hybrid surfaces (hydrophilic patterns) 
increase with the increase of the modified hydrophilic patterns’ size but the heat transfer 
rates decrease with further increase of the hydrophilic size. The optimum patterns’ size 
which maximizes the heat transfer rate was determined. Moreover, the heat transfer rate 
increases with the increase the gap between the patterns until the bridging among 
patterns vanish. However, the heat transfer rates decrease if hydrophobic gap distances 
increase further. An optimum pattern’s gap distance is existing for promoting heat 
transfer.  
In addition, the effect of patterns’ size and gaps on droplet departure frequency 
and droplets mobility during dropwise condensation at atmospheric pressure were 




pattern’s diameter. However, the departure frequency decreases with a further increase 
for hydrophilic pattern’s size. The departure frequency increases gradually with increase 
the hydrophobic gap until the bridging among patterns totally vanish. Then, the departure 
frequency decreases with increasing the hydrophobic gaps. The optimum size and the 
maximum gap that leads the departure frequency reaches the peak values exist in this 
study. However, in case of hydrophobic patterns, the droplet departure frequency 
increases with decrease the patterns’ size but it decreases with further size decrease and 
the optimum patterns’ size was found.  
 Furthermore, the renewal area frequency for the patterns was calculated under 
different patterns’ sizes and gap scales. The renewal area frequency improved with 
increasing the gap between the patterns because the patterns do not merge at large gap 
scales. Then, the renewal frequency decreases with further increase in the gap because 
the patterns became inactive since its size equals approximately the droplet size on 
complete dropwise surface. The droplet departure diameters for hybrid surfaces 
(hydrophilic patterns) are almost the same with complete dropwise surface. However, 
the droplet departure diameters for hybrid surfaces (hydrophobic patterns) were less than 
droplet departure diameter for complete dropwise surface.  
In addition it was found that, the geometry of patterns on hybrid surfaces has a 
significant influence on the heat transfer rate and droplet departure frequency during 
condensation. The heat transfer rate for the diamond hybrid surface was 40% higher than 
complete dropwise surface. However, the heat transfer rate for both circular and elliptic 
hybrid surfaces is lower than the diamond hybrid surface at the same pattern’s size and 




compared the both elliptic and circular hybrid surfaces. The heat transfer rate increases 
gradually with increase the hydrophobic gap for all hybrid surfaces. The heat transfer rate 
for the diamond surface was the optimum compared with other hybrid surfaces. 
5.2 Future work 
The current studies about evaluation of condensation on various hybrid surfaces 
have achieved and visual observation of condensation phenomena, droplet dynamics and 
obtaining the heat transfer enhancements. In condensation, therefore, a theoretical 
modeling is needed to get the heat transfer rates and droplet dynamics during 
condensation on hybrid surfaces. The effect of the patterns’ shape should be modeled at 
different patterns’ size and gap distances. The effect of bridging between the patterns on 
droplet dynamics would be modeled during condensation on hybrid surfaces.  
Currently, little research findings exist on the modeling of condensation on hybrid 
surfaces. Therefore, there are several open questions and further studies are needed to 
develop to understand condensation on hybrid surfaces which have different patterns’ 
geometry. In addition, recommendation for further studies is to optimize the condensation 
performance of low surface tension steam such as refrigerant instead of pure steam. In 
addition, the same study can be achieved on different tube parameters and inclinations at 
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